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You are worthy, our Lord and God,
to receive glory and honour and power,

for you created all things, and by your will

they were created and have their being.

(The Bible, Revelation ^,11)
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Abstract

This thesis concerns model-based signal processing. In model-based sig¬
nal processing a class of signals is described by a stochastic state-space

model, in general with unknown parameters. The aim of signal estima¬

tion (filtering, denoising, parameter estimation, etc.) is to determine the

'best' signal (e.g. the most probable signal) out of that class given a set

of observations.

Just a few years ago model-based signal processing was still limited

to a restricted class of models. There are models with finite state-space

(hidden Markov models) on the one hand and there are linear Gaussian

state-space models (Kaiman filter and related algorithms) on the other

hand. For a multitude of applications those model types are insufficient.

Factor graphs open up new possibilities in this matter. First, fac¬

tor graphs (and similar graphical models) provide a framework for the

systematic and consistent derivation of classic model-based algorithms.
Second, factor graphs permit and encourage the combination of different

classic approaches for complex models with many unknown parameters;
and third, factor graphs provide a framework for the systematic devel¬

opment of completely new algorithms.

A factor graph is used to represent the factorisation of the proba¬

bility density function of the signal model. Inference is performed by

passing messages along the edges of the graph. Messages can be in¬

terpreted as summaries of subgraphs, therefore the inference algorithm
is called summary-propagation algorithm. We derive different message

types justified by different representations of such summaries.
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viii Abstract

In a first step all messages in the graph are Gaussian. Several classic

algorithms can be solely represented by Gaussian messages: Kaiman fil¬

tering and smoothing, linear prediction and recursive least squares adap¬
tive filters.

The more interesting and also more complicated case is when mes¬

sages appear which are not Gaussian. Different techniques are proposed
in this thesis to deal with such messages. For example, complicated

messages can be represented with lists of samples of the exact message,

which leads to particle-filter-type algorithms, or as gradients of the exact

message, which leads to gradient descent (or hill climbing) methods.

The expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm is a powerful para¬

meter estimation algorithm which has been used by many people in dif¬

ferent applications. In this thesis we show how the EM algorithm can be

stated as message passing on a factor graph. A simple message update
rule is given, which allows the development of reusable building blocks.

In varying the message update schedule, different new variants of the EM

algorithm can be devised. Finally, a local message update rule arising
from the combination of the ideas of summary-propagation and EM is

given.

The utilisation of the proposed techniques is demonstrated by means

of the autoregressive model with unknown coefficients, unknown input
noise variance and unknown observation noise variance.

Keywords: Graphical models, factor graphs, summary-propagation

algorithm, belief propagation, message passing, expectation maximi¬

sation, signal modelling, system identification, autoregressive model,
Kaiman filter.



Kurzfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit befasst sich mit modellbasierter Signalverarbei¬
tung. Bei der modellbasierten Signalverarbeitung wird eine Klasse von

Signalen durch ein stochastisches Zustandsraummodell, im Allgemeinen
mit unbekannten Parametern, beschrieben. Das Ziel der Signalschätzung
(Filterung, Entrauschung, Parameterschätzung, etc.) ist es das 'beste'

Signal aus der modellierten Signalklasse zu ermitteln, wobei alle verfüg¬
baren Beobachtungen berücksichtigt werden sollten.

Noch vor wenigen Jahren war die modellbasierte Signalverarbeitung
auf wenige Typen von Modellen beschränkt. Im Wesentlichen gab es ei¬

nerseits Modelle mit endlichem Zustandsraum (Hidden Markov Modelle)
und andererseits lineare Modelle mit Gauss'schem Rauschen (Kaiman¬
filter und verwandte Algorithmen). Für eine Vielzahl von Anwendungen
sind diese Modelltypen aber nicht ausreichend.

Faktorgraphen eröffnen hier neue Horizonte. Erstens bieten Faktor¬

graphen (und ähnliche graphische Modelle) einen Rahmen für die syste¬
matische und einheitliche Herleitung klassischer modellbasierter Signal-
verarbeitungs-Algorithmen; zweitens ermöglichen und ermuntern Fak¬

torgraphen zur kombinierten Verwendung verschiedener klassischer Ver¬

fahren für komplexe Modelle mit vielen unbekannten Parametern und

drittens bieten Faktorgraphen einen Rahmen zur systematischen Ent¬

wicklung gänzlich neuer Verfahren.

Ein Faktorgraph wird verwendet um eine Faktorisierung der Wahr¬

scheinlichkeitsdichtefunktion des Signalmodells zu präsentieren. Statisti¬

sche Inferenz erfolgt durch das Versenden von Nachrichten entlang der

Kanten des Graphen. Diese Nachrichten können als Zusammenfassungen

ix



X Kurzfassung

von Teilen des Graphen gesehen werden, daher der Name Summary-

Propagation-Algorithmus. Es werden verschiedene Nachrichtentypen ab¬

geleitet, welche sich durch verschiedene Repräsentationen dieser Zusam¬

menfassungen ergeben.

In einer ersten Betrachtung sind alle Nachrichten gaussförmig. Der

Kaimanfilter und -smoother, lineare Prädiktion und recursive least squa¬

res adaptive Filter können mit ausschliesslich gaussförmigen Nachrichten

dargestellt werden.

Der interessantere und kompliziertere Fall tritt ein, wenn Nachrichten

entstehen, die nicht mehr als Gauss-Funktion dargestellt werden können.

Verschiedene Methoden mit solchen Nachrichten umzugehen werden in

dieser Arbeit behandelt. Zum Beispiel können komplizierte Nachrichten

als Liste von Samples der exakten Nachricht dargestellt werden, was

zu Particle-Filter Algorithmen führt. Oder der Gradient wird zur Dar¬

stellung der Nachricht herangezogen, was zu gradient descent (oder hill

climbing) Methoden führt.

Der Expectation-Maximisation-Algorithmus (EM) ist ein leistungs¬

fähiger Algorithmus zur Parameterschätzung und wird von Vielen in ver¬

schiedenen Anwendungen eingesetzt. In dieser Dissertation wird gezeigt,
wie der EM-Algorithmus als Message-Passing am Faktorgraphen darge¬
stellt werden kann. Eine einfache Nachrichten-Aufdatierungsregel erlaubt

die Entwicklung von wiederverwendbaren Bausteinen. Neue Varianten

des EM-Algorithmus erhält man durch Variation der Reihenfolge der

Nachrichten-Aktualisierung. Zum Schluss wird eine lokale Nachrichten-

Aufdatierungsregel angegeben, welche Ideen von EM und Summary-Pro¬

pagation kombiniert.

Die Anwendung der vorgestellten Methoden wird anhand des auto¬

regressiven Modells mit unbekannten Koeffizienten, unbekanntem Ein¬

gangs- und Beobachtungsrauschen demonstiert.

Stichworte: Graphische Modelle, Faktorgraphen, Summary-Propaga¬
tion Algorithms, Belief Propagation, Message Passing, Expectation Ma¬

ximisation, Signalmodellierung, System-Indentifikation, Autoregressives

Modell, Kaimanfilter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The primary motivation for this work has been the design of a speech
enhancement algorithm for hearing aids. The reduction of speech intel¬

ligibility through interfering background noise has been a long-standing
nuisance for hearing aid users (as well as for speech recognition programs

and other applications).

This dissertation, rather than proposing yet another speech enhance¬

ment algorithm, deals instead with the general mathematical framework

for the development of such algorithms.

All signal processing algorithms presented in this thesis rely on a

mathematical description (i.e. the model) of the signals under consider¬

ation; therefore, our approach falls into the category of model-based sig¬
nal processing. The signal models are formulated as probability-density
functions (cf. Section 3.1).

Given the model and some observations, e.g. some measurements of

a noisy speech signal, we aim at estimating some parameters or unknown

variables. Filtering, denoising, parameter estimation etc. may be viewed

as estimating some unkown variables in a model. Unfortunately, the esti¬

mation of variables in a complex model may necessitate multidimensional

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

integration which is either computational too expensive or even cannot

be solved in closed form. For this reason only a limited class of models

are practical, examples include hidden Markov models (HMM) for finite

state-spaces or the Kaiman filter algorithm and related algorithms for

linear Gaussian state-space models.

The present dissertation proposes a graphical approach to signal mod¬

elling and estimation. Factor graphs are used to represent the structure

of the problem at hand. Variables of the system are represented by
edges and relation between variables are represented by nodes of the

graph. This representation is similar to signal flow diagrams, which sig¬
nal processing engineers are used to. Statistical inference is performed
by passing messages along the edges. Different algorithms are obtained

by choosing different representation of the messages or different message

update schedules. Using message passing algorithms on factor graphs
opens up new possibilities to solve the estimation problem in more com¬

plex models as has been possible till now.

Although the attempt of tackling the problem of speech enhance¬

ment from a new perspective has so far not led to a spectacular new

enhancement algorithm, some nice advances could be achieved (detailed
in Section 1.2). Of scientific interest are the findings about inference

techniques in graphical models whereas some newly derived algorithms
for parameter estimation are also of practical interest.

1.2 Contributions

Some of the contributions of this thesis are listed below:

• We have adapted and extended the theory and application of fac¬

tor graphs to build continuous and mixed density models. Factor

graphs were introduced in [41,74]. We build upon this material

and show in detail how time series, such as speech signals, can be

modelled with factor graphs.

• In [83] it has been shown, that the Kaiman filter recursion can be

derived from the corresponding factor graph. In the same manner

we have written out many classic signal processing and estimation
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algorithms, such as many variants of the Kaiman filter and Kaiman

smoother, adaptive filter algorithms or particle filters.

•

•

•

•

Through the graphical representation, altered or extended versions

of the algorithms have been derived in this thesis to enhance per¬

formance or reduce computational complexity of the existing algo¬
rithms.

In the wake of the algorithm developments we present a set of

building blocks from which algorithm designers can choose to de¬

velop signal processing algorithms that fit their needs without going
through every detail themselves.

A well known and often used parameter estimation algorithm is

expectation maximisation (EM). In this thesis, we show that EM-

type algorithms can be derived within the same framework of factor

graphs.

A mixture form of the EM algorithm and the summary-propagation

algorithm has been devised. In simulations the new scheme has

shown slightly faster convergence in the first iterations than the

standard EM algorithm.

1.3 Suitability for Practical Applications

One important condition for the developments in this thesis has been

their industrial application for the practical design of speech enhance¬

ment algorithms. Here we summarise salient attributes of the proposed
approach with regard to its use in practical applications:

• The factor graph approach offers a common platform for the design
of complex signal processing and estimation algorithms.

• Due to the conceptually simple graphical representation it helps the

algorithm designer to comprehend the problem easier and therefore

shorten the development cycle.

• An object-oriented software toolbox, which has been developed for

this thesis, contains many building blocks, which can be combined

in a modular way to allow rapid prototyping.
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• Once a model is expressed in the factor graph language, modifica¬

tions and extensions are easily carried out, because of the modular

structure of factor graphs.

• It is possible to integrate this approach into available design tools

such as Matlab and/or Simulink.

1.4 Outline

This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 gives a brief introduc¬

tion to factor graphs and the summary-propagation algorithm focused

on continuous variables. In Chapter 3 the factor graph of the autore¬

gressive (AR) model is given together with some explanations how to

derive estimation algorithms from the factor graph representation of the

model.

The message update rules take an appealing simple form if the mes¬

sages are Gaussian. The main application of such messages is Kaiman

filtering which is treated in Chapter 4. Everything that goes beyond
Gaussian techniques is collected in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6 most of the proposed techniques are demonstrated by
means of the autoregressive model. Chapter 7, finally, concludes this

dissertation.



Chapter 2

Introduction to Factor

Graphs

This chapter aims at giving an introduction to factor graphs and the

summary-propagation algorithm on a generic level. The introduction is

based on [84,134]; here we focus on continuous variables. The main idea

of the graphical representation of the factorisation of functions is pre¬
sented in Section 2.1. One of the most important operations that can

be performed on factor graphs is marginalisation, which can be com¬

puted by message passing on the graph. This generic algorithm is called

summary-propagation algorithm (SPA) and is introduced in Section 2.2.

Literature

A factor graph tutorial is [84]. The first comprehensive paper about

factor graphs and the sum-product algorithm is [74]. Normal graphs (or
Forney-style factor graphs) are introduced in [41]. Least squares and

Kaiman filtering on factor graphs has been shown in [83]. The book

by Pearl about Bayesian networks is [110]. A comparison of different

graphical models is given in [43].

The mathematical foundation for factor graphs is the generalised dis¬

tributive law, which is treated in [1]; a comment on the iterative appli-

5



6 Chapter 2. Introduction to Factor Graphs

cation of Bayes' rule is given in [124]. Some different message represen¬

tations are discussed in [40,135]. Coonvergence and optimality proofs
of graphical models are given in [136,137]. Gaussian graphical mod¬

els are treated in [111,114,123,129]; Bayesian networks in [59,63,102].
There are some publications about approximative inference in graphi¬
cal models: [138] (linear response), [103] (loopy belief propagation), [91]
(Quasi-Bayes), [20] (likelihood-weighting). A different message passing

algorithm is expectation propagation, which is treated in [58,99,101].
Learning in graphical models is discussed in [15,16,42,44,46,56,73,87].
Hidden Markov models in conjunction with graphical models are shown

in [120,121]. The application of graphical models to speech is shown

in [11,115] and classification with graphical models is shown in [45].

2.1 Factor Graphs

A thorough and comprehensible tutorial on factor graphs is given by

Loeliger [84]. Originally introduced in [74], Forney used a refined nota¬

tion [41], which we will use in this thesis. We will refer to this notation

as Forney-style factor graphs, or short FFG.

Factor graphs belong to the family of graphical models. A graphical
model in general represents dependencies among variables by a graph.
Other types of graphical models include Markov random fields [139] or

Bayesian networks [110]. In principle, most techniques presented in this

thesis could have been performed on another type of graphical model but

we prefer factor graphs due to the reasons given in [84].

A factor graph represents a factorisation of a multivariate function

which is demonstrated in the following example.

Example 2.1. (Factorisation of a global function)

f(x1,X2,X3,X4, X5,X6) = fA(Xl,X2)fB{x3,X4)fc(x2, X4, X5)fD(x5, X6)
(2.1)

is represented by the graph in Fig. 2.1 where every factor (or local func¬

tion) is represented by a node and every variable is represented by an

edge.
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X3

Sb

X4

XI
fA

X2

fc
X5

fn
X6

Figure 2.1: An example factor graph.

More formally a Forney-style factor graph (FFG) is defined as follows:

• Factor graph: An FFG represents a global function and consists

of nodes and edges.

• Nodes/local functions: There is a node for every factor, also

called local function.

• Edges/variables: There is an edge or half-edge for every variable.

Half-edges are connected to one node only.

• Connections: An edge (or half-edge) representing some variable

x is connected to a node representing some factor / if and only if

/ is a function of x.

Implicit in this definition is the assumption, that an edge is connected

to no more than two nodes. This restriction is easily circumvented by
introducing equality constraint nodes (cf. Section 4.2).

It should be emphasised that a factor graph can represent any mul¬

tivariate function, not necessarily probability density functions. The

application to probabilities is shown in Chapter 3.

2.2 Summary-Propagation Algorithm

A common task in model-based signal processing is the estimation of

parameters of a stochastic model. In general Bayesian estimation [9,67],
we are interested in marginal probabilities of the parameters (or any

other variable, e.g. the hidden state of a state-space model).
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Example 2.2. (Marginalisation of a factored function)
Coming back to Example 2.1, we might be interested in the marginal

f(xs) — \ ••• l f(xi,x2,X3,X4,x5,x6) dxidx2dx3dxAdx6 (2.2)

v

with domain V — R5. With the factorisation (2.1)

/(^ö) = ///// fA(xi,X2) ' Ib{x3,XA) fc{x2,X4,X5) • fD(x5,X6)

dxidx2dxzdx4dxe

= // fc(x2,x4,x5) / fA(xi,x2)dxi- / fB(x3,X4)dx3dx2dx4
v

v
' S

v
'

ßfA-*X2(X2) PfB-*xAX*)

fD(x5,x6)dx6. (2.3)

flfD^X5(x5)

D

The trick is to pull the factors which do not depend on the integration
out of the integral, e.g.

/ f(x)f(y)dx = f(y) / f(x)dx. (2.4)

For example, when integrating (2.3) w.r.t. xq, we can pull out every fac¬

tor except /d(x5,xq), which depends on xq. Instead of solving a high
dimensional integral, it suffices to solve simpler ones (one and two dimen¬

sional in our example). Intermediate terms, /if->x(x), can be interpreted
as messages flowing along the edges of the graph with the subscript in¬

dicating the direction of the messages. Their meaning becomes obvious

when looking at Fig. 2.2. For example, /i/A_,X2 (#2) as the result of the in¬

tegral j fA(xi,x2)dxi can be interpreted as message coming out of node

/a towards edge x2. If both fifA-^X2(x2) and fifD->X4(x4) are available,

fifc-¥X5(x5) can be computed as the output message of node fc towards

edge X5. The final result of (2.3) is

f(x5) = fifc^X5(x5) • pfD->Xs(x5) (2.5)
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and thus the product of the two messages along the same edge.

A different interpretation can be seen in Fig. 2.3. In this view, solving
one intermediate integral in (2.3) means boxing the corresponding part
of the graph. The details inside such a box are "integrated out" ; only a

summary is propagated (therefore the name summary-propagation). In

the first step the dark shaded areas in Fig. 2.3 are boxed. Afterwards

the lighter shaded box is closed, until we arrive at (2.5).

Half-edges (such as X\) do not carry a message towards the connected

node; alternatively, the edge may be thought of as carrying a message

representing a neutral factor 1. With this in mind, every message (i.e.
every intermediate result of (2.3)) is computed in the same way. Imag¬
ine the generic node depicted in Fig. 2.4. We want to compute the

message towards edge y, given the messages impinging on all other edges

Sum-product rule:

t*f->v(y) = '" f(y,x!,...,xN)-

V

/^i—/tel) * -f*xN-+f(xN) dxx • • •drcjv (2.6)

In words: The message out of a factor node /(...) along edge y is the

product of the function /(...) and all messages towards / along all other

edges, summarised (integrated) over all variables except y. This is the

sum-product rule and serves as the starting point for many of the node

update derivations in this thesis. In general, messages are computed out

of any edge; there is no preferential direction.

The integral operators in (2.3) and (2.6) can be replaced by any sum¬

mary operator, e.g. the sum operator for discrete-valued variables or

the max operator for computing maximisations. It can also be a more

abstract summary operation, as we will see in Chapter 5.6, for instance.

Finally, the marginal f(y) of a certain variable y is the multiplication
of the two messages on the corresponding edge, such as in (2.5).
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X3

fB

X4

Xl

fA
X2

fc
X5

ßfD~*x4(x4)

XQ
Id

VfA-+x2(x2) /ßfD-+xs(x5)

Figure 2.2: An example factor graph. Intermediate results of the

marginalisation can be interpreted as messages flowing
along the edges of the graph.

X\

X3

Sb

'X'4
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Figure 2.3: An example factor graph. The computation of the messages
can also be interpreted as boxing the corresponding part of

the graph.
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Figure 2.4: Message out of a generic node.
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In general it is

(2.7)

where /a and fs are the two nodes attached to edge y. For half edges,
the message coming from the open end carries a neutral factor "1". Thus,
the message from the node towards the half-edge is already the marginal
of the corresponding variable.

In its general form, the summary-propagation algorithm (SPA)
computes two messages on every edge. For graphs without loops (poly-
trees) it is efficient to start the message computation from the leaves and

proceed with nodes whose input messages become available. In this way,

each message is computed exactly once. When the algorithm stops, exact

marginals, such as (2.7), are available for all variables simultaneously.

A completely different situation arises, when the graph has loops. In

this case, messages have to be updated recursively, since a new output

message at one node can have influence on the inputs of the same node

over another path through the graph. In this case, the SPA computes

approximated marginals rather than exact marginals. Even worse, there

is no guarantee that the algorithm converges. In practice, however, in

many cases the algorithm reaches a stable point and the decisions based

on the marginals are good enough.

In many applications only the mode or mean of the required marginal

(2.7) is needed. This gives us the freedom to arbitrarily scale (2.3) and

the individual terms therein. Consequently, (2.6) needs only be evaluated

up to a scaling constant:

/^/->y(y) oc / ••• / f(y,x1,...,xN)

v

fiXl-¥f(x1) • • • iiXN^f(xN) dxx--- dxN (2.8)

Especially when working with probability distributions, it makes sense to

normalise them after each node to prevent numerical underflows. Thus,

(„\ _
ßf^y(v) (9 q\

ßf-+y{y)
-

7—~ TTJ" v^-yJ

ivv vf-y(y)dy

where fif->y(y) is the unnormalised message.
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Chapter 3

Factor Graph of the

Autoregressive Model

We use the autoregressive (AR) model to illustrate the application of

factor graphs for signal modelling, system identification and filtering.
On the one hand the AR model is simple enough to develop an intuition

about the resulting algorithms, and on the other hand it is complex

enough to demonstrate the versatility of the factor graph approach.

In Section 3.1 the concept of a probabilistic model is reviewed. Sec¬

tion 3.2 aims at specifying the autoregressive model used and introduces

the factor graph for this specific model, whereas in Section 3.3 the way

of using factor graphs for estimation in general time-series is explained.
Section 3.4 finally summarises the factor graph approach by means of

the example of speech enhancement.

Literature

An introduction to the autoregressive model is given in [90]; The AR

model in noise is treated in [14,66]; the subspace approach in [24], the

LMS algorithm in [122]. Multichannel AR models are shown in [53].
Deterministic signals in AR noise [68]; AR parameter estimation with

missing observations [94,95]; RLS in state-space formulation [92,93]; Uni-

13
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versai linear prediction [119]; Robust recursive AR [72]; Unknown noise

statistics [17,47,78,105,142]; autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
models: ML [62], Maximum a posteriori [28], Support vector method

[113]; How to deal with coloured noise is shown in [50,145]; Smooth¬

ing [31]; LPC speech spectrum time evolution [108]; Variance estima¬

tion in AR models is treated in [8,75,97,98]; AR estimation with factor

graphs [69,86].

3.1 Probabilistic Modelling
with Factor Graphs

A model in the probabilistic sense is described by a probability density
function

p(z,y,x|M). (3-1)

The arguments of the function (3.1) can be classified according to three

properties. First, we distinguish between variables, which are in front of

the separator, and parameters, which are behind the separator. Second,
we distinguish between known and unknown variables or parameters.

Third, we distinguish between variables or parameters that are of interest

and that are auxiliary (also called nuisance variables or hidden variables).

The specific arguments of (3.1) are classified as follows. The vector z

includes all variables that are observed and therefore known, y includes

unknown variables we are interested in, and x includes all unknown aux¬

iliary variables. The parameters, either known or unknown, are divided

into parameters of interest 0 and auxiliary parameters û.

Many models in signal processing have structure; their probability
density function can be factorised as will be shown in the following section

by means of the autoregressive (AR) model.
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3.2 System Model

An autoregressive (AR) process is defined as follows: Let {Xn,n e Z}1
be a real-valued stochastic process defined by

M

xn = 2_^ ai ' xn-£ + un (3.2)
e=i

with 0(£l and where {Un} is white Gaussian noise with zero mean and

variance a^. Commonly, all a/s are compiled into a vector

a= (ai,...,aM)T. (3.3)

We observe the process {Zn} with

Zn = Xn + Wn (3.4)

where {Wn} is white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance crjy.
The complete parameter vector comprises (a, afj, <jjy). Depending on the

problem at hand individual parameters are known or unknown. Through¬
out this thesis we assume the parameters are constant, except for Sec¬

tion 3.2.2, where the extension to time-varying parameters is considered.

It is convenient to write (3.2) and (3.4) in state-space form as

Xn = AXn_i + bUn

Yn
— C X

n n

Zn = Yn + W1
n

with

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

The M x M matrix A is the state transition matrix where I is the

(M—l)x(M—1) identity matrix and 0 is a zero vector of dimension

Xn — (Xn,..., Xn-M+i)

b4c^(l,0,...,0)T
f" aT i

Aâ
I 0

1In the following we omit the specification of the index set and denote stochastic

processes by {Xn}.
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M—1. The state-space model defined by (3.5)-(3.10) has scalar input Un
and scalar output Yn. This is not a real restriction; all algorithms in the

following sections also work for vector input and vector output.

a

4=1-
'u

—i—

Un

Xn-1
Xn

» +

a
W -È-

Wn

y»

+

Zn

Figure 3.1: Factor graph corresponding to the state-space model de¬

fined by (3.5)-(3.10).

One section of the factor graph of this model is depicted in Fig. 3.1;
the complete factor graph is built by concatenating such sections. The

basic state-space model is represented by the part consisting of solid lines

in the middle. The (unknown) AR coefficient vector a is represented

by the dashed edges, and the dotted edges represent the variance of the

innovation afj and the variance of the observation noise o-^, respectively.
If any of these parameters is known, the corresponding part of the graph

may be removed. Although sometimes it may be intended to show the

dependence on a known parameter explicitely.

The arrows on the edges of the graph in Fig. 3.1 solely express causal¬

ity relations. There is no fundamental difference whether the message

flows in the direction of the arrow or against it.
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The graph represents the probability density function

P(Z1, », ZNiVU »,yN,X0, ..,XN,Ui, ..,UN,Wi, ..tWN \ ^^U^w) =

N

P(xo) H p(xn|xn_i, un, a)p(un\o-fj)p(zn\yn, wn)p(yn\xn)p(wn\a^r).
n=l

(3.11)

In (3.11) the parameters a, afj and o^ are either known or unknown;
there is no prior probability distribution assigned to them. The factor

graph of Fig. 3.1 may also represent the joint density function

p(x0, ..,xn, zi, .., zN, ui, .., uN,Wi,.., wN, a, cr^, a^v) =

N

P(xo) H P(xn|xn-i, Wn, a)p(a)p(un\aij)p(af/)
n=l

p(Zn\yn, Wn)p{yn\Xn)p{WnWw)v{Vw) (3-12)

where a, a^ and o^ are variables having a prior distribution. In that

case the factor graph is extended by additional nodes for each prior p(a),
p{o-fj) and p(o-w) (not shown in Fig. 3.1).

3.2.1 Message update schedule

The summary propagation algorithm is performed by passing message

along the edges of the factor graph of Fig. 3.1 as described in Section 2.2.

Since the graph has cycles there is no general recipe to define an appro¬

priate message update schedule.

Fig. 3.2 shows one possible update schedule. The figure shows one

section only; the complete factor graph is build by concatenating many
such sections. The summary propagation algorithm starts at the left¬

most section and updates the messages in the order given by the numbers

in circles. It then proceeds with the next section traversing from left

to right through the whole graph. Afterwards, the graph is traversed

from right to left updating the messages in every section according to

the numbers given in the right-hand graph of Fig. 3.2. These steps are

iterated until convergence. We refer to this scheme as iterative schedule.

In contrast, the backward pass and the additional iterations may be

skipped. In other words, the graph is only once traversed from left to
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Figure 3.2: Example of a message update schedule. The message up¬

dates during the forward pass are shown in the left-hand

graph, where the message updates during the backward

pass are shown in the right-hand graph.

right without going backwards, which sometimes leads to acceptable re¬

sults (cf. Chapter 6). This scheme is referred to as forward-only schedule.

3.2.2 Extension to time-varying parameters

The model of Fig. 3.1 can easily be extended to time-varying parame¬

ters by introducing additional nodes into the graph, which model the

parameter variation. The altered graph is shown in Fig. 3.3. Note that

the parameters an, (<J^-)n and (cjy)n are now time-dependent, thus the

subscript n.

The variation in the parameters is modelled as random deviation be¬

tween successive time-steps. The deviation is Gaussian with zero mean

and variance ai for the coefficient vector a, variance ß for the parame¬

ter afj and variance 7 for the parameter a^y, respectively. This can be

seen as process noise for the parameter process. In fact, the parame¬

ters are modelled themselves as state-space models and are computed by
recursions equivalent to the Kaiman filter.
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Figure 3.3: Factor graph for joint state/parameter estimation with

time-varying parameters. Every parameter is itself mod¬

elled by a state-space model.

3.3 Estimation and Filtering

In this section a brief review of estimation in general is given (Sec¬
tion 3.3.1). In time-series estimation one can distinguish three differ¬

ent estimation tasks depending on what observations are available when

deciding about the value of a parameter or variable. Estimation with

time-series is elaborated on in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Estimation

A common task in model-based signal processing is to estimate the value

of a variable or parameter based on the model and some observations. In

speech enhancement, for instance, we may be interested in the values of

the clean speech signal y based on noisy measurements z of the speech

signal and the model p(z,y,x | 0,#). We look for the signal y that best
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explains the measurements z, i.e. that maximises p(z,y,x | 0,$). But

before we can maximise we have to get rid of the unknown variables x

and unknown parameters 6 and ê. This can be done in different ways;

it is always a kind of summation operation. The generic summation

operation is expressed by the integral sign here:

y = argmax/ / / p(z,y,x | 0,t?) (3.13)
y ix Je Jö

Solving (3.13) has traditionally been possible for a limited class of

models only. Such models essentially include state-space models with

discrete state-space (Hidden Markov Models, HMMs) or linear Gaus¬

sian models with continuous state-space (Kaiman filter and related algo¬
rithms). For most practical applications, however, HMMs and Kaiman

filters are insufficient.

Factor graphs provide new opportunities in this context. As presented
in Section 2.2 the summary-propagation algorithm computes exactly such

summaries as needed in (3.13).

In the following we review the most important estimators. The max¬

imum a posteriori or MAP-estimator is defined as

2/MAP = argmaxp(y|2:) = &rgmaxp(z,y) (3.14)
y y

since p(y\z) — p(z, y)/p(z) oc p(z, y) where z is observed. The marginal

P(z,y)= [ [ fp(z,y,x\0,0) (3.15)
Jx JO Jß

is in our case computed by summary-propagation on the corresponding
factor graph.

The minimum mean squared error of MMSE-estimator (Bayes esti¬

mator with quadratic cost function) is defined as

2/MMSE = E[Y\Z = z] = / yp(y\z)dy= — / yp(z,y)dy (3.16)

vy v%

where K = Jp(z,y)dy is a proper normalisation constant and the mar¬

ginal p(z, y) is again computed by summary-propagation.
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The maximum likelihood or ML-estimator is defined for parameter
estimation only:

#ml = aigmaxp(z\9) (3-17)
e

where

P(z\0)= [ f f p{z,y,x\0,$) (3.18)
Jy Jx J-Û

is computed by the summary-propagation algorithm.

In conclusion, the summary-propagation algorithm on the factor

graph computes the needed marginals. The desired estimates are then

extracted from these marginals, for instance as the mean or mode of the

marginal.

3.3.2 Estimation of time-series

The signals modelled in this thesis are time-series. The special structure

of time-series leads to factor graphs that have a repetitive structure. In

Fig. 3.1, for example, one section of the factor graph of the autoregressive
model is shown; the complete graph is made by concatenating many of

such sections.

There are three different estimation tasks in time-series models de¬

pending on what variable we want to estimate and what observations

are available at that time. Fig. 3.4 depicts the three cases schematically,
where x\,..., xn represent the (hidden) state and z\,..., zm represent
the observations. Assume we want to estimate the state xn at time-

instance n. If the observations lie solely in the past, we talk about

prediction; we talk about filtering, if we observe the signal y up to time

n, and about smoothing if observations from the future are available.

In the factor graph framework, all three cases are treated the same

way. The arrows in Fig. 3.4 indicate where in the graph the messages

need to be updated. In the case of prediction and filtering only the

messages in the left part of the graph need to be updated.

In general, the signals we deal with are of infinite length. The usual

way to deal with infinitely long signals is frame-processing. The signals
are partitioned into frames of the same length and the estimation or
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n p(xi,...,xn,zi,...,zn)
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p(xi,...,xN,zi,...,zN)

Z\ Zn—m
Z'n—m 6n zn

Figure 3.4: Prediction, filtering, smoothing. The arrows symbolise the

information flow through the factor graph.

filtering algorithm is applied to every frame anew. The frames are usually
overlapping to suppress boundary effects.

Of course it is possible to emulate this kind of frame-processing in the

factor graph framework. But obviously, data about state and parameters
in the overlapping part are discarded when building a completely new

graph for every frame. Instead we can use the same graph with the mes¬

sages already computed and extend it to include the new observations. In

the same manner we can prune it on the side of old observations to keep
it at equal length. In this approach, already computed messages need

only be updated with information from the new observations instead of

computing all messages from scratch.

A similar approach in the Bayesian network literature is called dy¬
namic Bayesian networks [104,146].

3.4 Example: Speech Enhancement

All concepts of the foregoing sections are demonstrated by means of an

example. Speech signals are by nature very stochastic. So it is self-
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evident to use a probabilistic approach to deal with such signals as for

the problem of speech enhancement [26,52]. We partition the design
process for the speech enhancement algorithm into five design steps.

I. Generative model

The block diagram of Fig. 3.5 is used as a starting point for the devel¬

opment of a speech enhancement algorithm based on factor graphs. A

Speech

Noise
HI

*L

z[.)

Figure 3.5: Block diagram of the speech enhancement problem as start¬

ing point for the development of an algorithm based on

factor graphs.

speech signal y[.] is corrupted by an unknown noise signal w[.] through
linear addition. Such a model is sometimes called generative model, since

it explains the way the measured signal is generated. We do not know the

exact way the speech and noise signals are generated, but we generally
know some statistics about the signals. These statistics are captured by
the corresponding boxes in Fig. 3.5.

II. Factor graph
To make the correlation over time explicit, a line is drawn for every

output sample of the speech and noise model and its addition. This is

depicted in Fig. 3.6. This diagram can already be seen as a factor graph.
The boxes 'Speech' and 'Noise' are factor graph nodes which capture the

statistics of the corresponding signals. The nodes 'Speech' and 'Noise'

are of course structured themselves; such signals can be modelled by a

state-space model for instance:

N

p(y1,...,yN,x0,...,xN) =p{x0) Y[p{yn,Xn\xn-i) (3.19)
n=l

where intermediate variables xq,...,xn for the (hidden) state are in¬

troduced. The factor graph of (3.19) is shown in Fig. 3.7. A detailed

description of the model used in this thesis is given in Section 3.2.
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Speech p(yi,... ,yjv)

Noise p(wi,... ,wn)

*4lhi

'

hi hi - hi~0 •—0 W+]

Z\ Z2 Z3

H
Zn-i zn

Figure 3.6: Unrolled block diagram of the speech enhancement prob¬
lem, where every output sample is modelled explicitly.

p(x0) p(yi,xi\x0) p{yn,xn\xn-\)

3\

Xn-i

b

xn Xn+\

ÎVi n Yn+x

Figure 3.7: Factor graph of a state-space model given by (3.19).

A simple model for the noise is white Gaussian noise for instance.

N N

p{wi 1...tWN)=Y[ P(Wn) = II N(Wn I °' aw) (3-2°)
n=l n=l

Since (3.20) comprises independent factors of one variable only, the corre¬

sponding factor graph is trivial and consists of separated nodes as shown

in Fig. 3.8. Because the individual factors are independent and represent
the same distribution such stochastic processes are called independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.).

p(lün-i) p(wn) p(Wn+l)

Wn-1 Wn Wn+1

Figure 3.8: Factor graph of white Gaussian noise.

Putting together the speech model of Fig. 3.7 and the noise model of

Fig. 3.8 we obtain the factor graph of Fig. 3.9.
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Xn-i Xr, ~Xnj-L

Yn-1 Yn Yn+!

W,n-1
43

Wn

Zn-i

-0
Wn+!

«E

Zn+1

Figure 3.9: Factor graph of the model for speech enhancement.

III. Message update rules

The next step in designing a speech enhancement algorithm is to define

how to compute the individual messages. This strongly depends on the

specific structure of the nodes and is shown in detail in Section 2.2 in

general and in Chapter 6 for some concrete examples. Once the update

Xn-i

t m

Zn-1 jf

xn

i ni

Zn f

x.~n\\

LrS
Zn+l I

Figure 3.10: Factor graph of the model for speech enhancement with

messages.

rule for every message is specified (Fig. 3.10) an update schedule should

be defined. Thus, we have to define the order in which the messages are

updated. Since most graphs have cycles, a message may be computed
twice or more often.

IV. Message update schedule

The documentation of an update schedule is explained by means of

Fig. 3.11. The graph consists of concatenated sections with the same

structure. Hence, to specify the factor graph it suffices to show only one

slice. The schedule is defined as described in Section 3.2.1. The outer¬

most sections are either open (=half-edges carrying a neutral message)
or terminated by a node, e.g. p{xq), representing an a-priori density.

V. Result

Depending on the task we are interested in different results. Here, we are
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Xn-i-
©

-Xr

Yn

Xn-1- • 'X:
n

((D

43

I® Zn

Figure 3.11: Factor graph of the model for speech enhancement with

message update schedule. Left-hand side: forward-pass;
right-hand side: backward pass.

not interest in any internal parameter of the model, but in an estimate

of the clean speech signal. The individual marginals of this signal are

available at the edges for 1^,..., Yn- The a posteriori density (or its ap¬

proximation, if the graph has cycles) at a single edge is the multiplication
of the two messages flowing along this edge (//tot)-

Xn-1 Xr,

\ ßtotiVn)

-Ö

Figure 3.12: Reading off the results for the speech enhancement algo¬
rithm.

The MMSE estimate is obtained by the expected value of the corre¬

sponding variable given that density (cf. Section 3.3):

2/n,MMSE = E[y„|zi, . . . , Zn] = / Vn ' IHattyn) dyn (3.21)

Alternatively, the MAP estimate is obtained by taking the maximum:

y~n,MAP = argmax^tot(z/n) (3.22)
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter we have considered the following points:

• We have given a brief introduction into probabilistic modelling.
The use of factor graphs has been shown by means of the autore¬

gressive model in this context. The factor graph of the autoregres¬
sive model with unkown parameters has been explained.

• The concept of prediction, filtering and smoothing in time-series

has been introduced together with the factor graph view.

• The process of designing algorithms with the help of factor graphs
has been demonstrated by means of an example.
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Chapter 4

Gaussian Models:

Kaiman Filtering and

Related Algorithms

In this chapter the application of factor graphs and the summary-prop¬

agation algorithm is restricted to Gaussian models, where all variables

and messages are Gaussian distributed. In that case, the message update
rules take on an appealing simple form.

Different representations of Gaussian messages are reviewed in Sec¬

tion 4.1. Using these representations update rules for often used building
blocks are tabulated in Section 4.2. The most salient application of the

tabulated update rules are Kaiman filtering algorithms as shown in Sec¬

tion 4.3. With linear prediction (Section 4.4) and recursive least squares

(Section 4.5) two further applications of Gaussian graphs are given. The

chapter concludes with Section 4.6.

29
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4.1 Representation of Gaussian messages

This section reviews different ways to represent Gaussian messages. Mes¬

sages flow along edges and are functions of the variable corresponding to

this edge. Most often, these functions can be specified by parameters, as

in the case of Gaussian distributions. Several different parameterisations
are possible (cf. Appendix A. 1.1):

• From the basic definition of the n-dimensional real Gaussian dis¬

tribution

a(x) = exp ( --(x-m)TW(x-m) ) (4.1)

= JvV(x|m,W) (4.2)

where W is a n x n positive semidefinite matrix and m a column

vector of size n. W is called weight matrix. The distribution is fully
specified by the pair (m, W). The notation Nw is used shorthand

for this representation.

• If the inverse V = W_1 exists, (4.1) can also be written in the

following form

/i(x) = ,

1

exp f-i(x-m)TV-1(x-m) ) (4.3)

= jV(x|m,V) (4.4)

In this case, the distribution is fully specified by the pair (m, V)
and V is called covariance matrix. The symbol A/" is used for this

representation.

• Often it is not necessary to compute m explicitly; if suffices to use

the weighted mean £ = Wm as a parameter vector. The message

is therefore

=

expf-i^W-^) /_ 1
xTWx T

\

^ ;

^Tr^lWl"1 V 2 J
= ^lW(x|^,W) (4.6)

Hence, also the pair (^, W) can fully specify a Gaussian distribu¬

tion; in that case the symbol M^w is used.
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In most practical cases, the weight matrix W or the covariance matrix V

have a special structure. Hence, it may be advantageous to utilise special
matrix representations, such as the square-root form [54] or making use

of the displacement structure [64]. Although this has not been used in

this thesis, a considerable reduction in computational complexity of the

devised algorithms may be obtained by consistently capitalising on the

structure of the matrices during computation [40,135].

4.2 Update Rules for

Linear Building Blocks

Gaussian distributions have a beneficial property. If the operands of a

linear operation are Gaussian distributed the distribution of the result

is again in the same family. Equivalently, if the input messages to a

linear function node is Gaussian, the output message is Gaussian as

well. Therefore, the whole message update operation can be described

by means of the parameters of the messages, e.g. mean and covariance

matrix.

A summary of those update rules can be found in Table 4.1 on page

32. The detailed derivation is given in [83].

Example 4.1. (Equality constraint node)
Here we give an example of how such rules are derived. The equality
node (Table 4.1-1) represents the factor /(x, y, z) = <5(x—z)<5(y — z). It

can also be viewed as the constraint that configurations are valid only if

all variables take on the same value.

oo oo

M/-z(z)= / / /(x,y,z)/zX-»/(x)/JY-»/(y)dxdy (4.7)
— oo —oo

oo oo

/ / <5(x-z)<5(y-z)^x-»/(x)/iY—/(y)dxdy (4.8)

—oo —oo

oo

= /Jz-/(z) / 5{y-z)nY->f(y)dy (4.9)
— oo

= //z-/(z)-/*z-/(z) (4.10)
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Node Update rule

1

x
_

z

Equality

mz = (Wx + Wy)#(Wxmx + WYmy)
Vz = Vx{Vx + VY)#VY
Wz = WX+ Wy

iz = Çx+Cr

2
X Z

Addition

mz = mx + rny

VZ = VX + Vy

WZ = Wx(WX + Wy)*Wy
iz = (VX + Vy)*(Vxix + VyÇy)

3

X
A

Y

Forward

multiplica¬
tion

my = Amx

Vy = AVXAT
WY = A^WxA-1
& = (AVxAT)*AVxU = A-T£x

4

X
A

Y

Backward

multiplica¬
tion

mx = (ATWyA)*ATWYmy = A-xmY

Vx = A-lVYA-T
Wx = ATWYA
tx = ATdy

5

X _1 z

A

y\\
Equ.-mult.

composite

mz = mx + VxATG(my — Amx)
Vz = Vx- VXATGAVX
Wz = Wx+ ATWYA
tz = Çx + ATÇY

with G = (VY + AVxA7)-1

6

Y

A

X z

Mult.-add

composite

mz = mx + Amy

Vz = Vx + AVYAT
WZ = WX- WXAHATWX
iz = ix + WxAH(^y - ATÇx)

with H = (WY + ATWXA)-1

7 «
X

A priori

mx = m

vx = v

WX = W

* denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
1

if A and Vx are positive definite

if A and Wx are positive definite

if A is invertible

Table 4.1: Update equations for standard building blocks.
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(4.10) is valid for any type of message. For the Gaussian case it becomes

mx)TWx(z-mx)V (4.11)

mr)TWy(z-my)J (4.12)

mz)TWz(z - mz) J (4.13)

where

mz = (Wx + Wy)#(Wxmx + Wymy) (4.14)

Wz = Wx+Wy (4.15)

When using V instead of W, Vz is

Vz = Vx(VX + Vy)#Vy. (4.16)

Because we allow V or W to have reduced rank, the exact inverse is

replaced by the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, which is symbolised by the

#. Additionally, Gaussian messages may be represented by the weighted
mean £z = W^m^, so

Zz=Zx+£,y. (4.17)

D

The application of those nodes/update rules is quite universal; almost

every graph in this thesis makes use of them. The main application,

though, is linear Gaussian state-space estimation as demonstrated in the

following section.

4.3 Kaiman Filtering and Smoothing

In this section the Gaussian message update rules for linear building

blocks, tabulated in Section 4.2, are applied to derive the classic Kaiman

filter recursions as message passing on the corresponding factor graph.

/V-z(z)
|W.x

'2ir

|Wy

'2tt

|Wz[

V^)

exp

exp

exp
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4.3.1 Kaiman filter

The Kaiman filter is a linear Gaussian estimator for the state of a linear

state-space model given noisy observations [65]. The control input (or
process noise) {Un} and measurement noise (or observation noise) {Wn}
are modelled as i.i.d. Gaussian noise sequences with zero mean and

variance afj and a^y, respectively. Without loss of generality we assume

scalar input and output.

The corresponding factor graph for the Kaiman filter is shown in

Fig. 4.1(a). The arrows represent the messages sent along the edges
of the graph. The update schedule is defined by the circled numbers.

In the following, all messages for one section are defined. The algo¬
rithm computes messages © to © for every time step, which results in a

forward-only update schedule (cf. Section 3.2.1), i.e. information is only
propagated from the past to the future.

All messages are Gaussian functions and are indexed by their respec¬

tive number as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). To increase readability we have not

labelled every edge in the graph. A dot is given in the formulas as a

replacement for the variable name.

© State estimate at time n—1 (propagated from the section to the

left):

/i!(xn_i) = A/-(xn_! | Xn_l|n3î> V^,^) *

© State transition (Table 4.1-3):

Ii2(.)=M(. Ax ,,—r,AV ,.—.tAT)
^^v '

\ n—l|n—1' n—l|n—1 J

© Control input is modelled as i.i.d. Gaussian noise (Table 4.1-7):

ß3(un) =N(un | 0,cr^)

© Multiplication (Table 4.1-3):

M0=A/"(.|o,4bbT)
1 Notation: x .—+ denotes the state estimate at time n given all observations up to

n | n—1 ° r

time n— 1, i.e.
..., zn-2,zn-i- Contrary, x .«-rj denotes the (backward) state estimate

at time n given all observations Zn+\, £n+2 » • • •
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xn_n-l

®

M

Ur,

0J
xr

®

M
Wn

I Yn

©
H3

©| ^n

(a) Factor graph with messages.

-<$-
-i | n—1

-*-(+)——

(b) Recursive estimator.

Figure 4.1: The Kaiman filter. Computing all messages in the given
order in (a) for every step in time amounts to the well

known recursive estimator (b) for the state Xn given all

observations (Z\,..., Zn) = (z±,..., zn) up to time n.
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© Adding input and state (Table 4.1-2):

/4i(.) = *(. x ,—r,v .—r)
n\n—1' n\n—lj

x 1—t
n\n—1 n—11 n—1 (4.18)

n \n—1
= AV

n—1|;rîAT + ^bbT (4.19)

Here, we introduce the new symbols x ,—+ for the estimate and

V.—^ for the variance, because they also appear in the classic

Kaiman filter recursion. They define the prediction distribution.

© Incorporating the observation. This edge could have been removed

because the value zn of the variable Zn is known. Alternatively, a

message expressing complete certainty can be sent along the edge
(Table 4.1-7):

ßG(.)=N(.\zn,{))

© Measurement noise (Table 4.1-7):

P7(wn) =N(wn | 0,0-fv)

® Adding the measurement noise (Table 4.1-2):

/i8(.) =M{.\ Zn,G^)

© Update the state with information from new observation. Here, the

composite-block rule (Table 4.1-5) is used. Literal application of

the rules for the backward matrix multiplication (Table 4.1-4) and

the equality node (Table 4.1-1) would require a matrix inversion,
which can be circumvented by application of the matrix inversion

lemma in the composite block [83].

/i9(xn) = jV(xn | xn|^,Vn|^)
V ,—*c (zn — cTx .^j)

*n\lt = K\Z1 + nk + CTV ,-Tc" (4'20)
W n\n—1

V ccTV >

VnR? = V ,-r
- I*1"-1

_.„

n|n~1
(4.21)
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Combining (4.18)-(4.21) leads to the well known Kaiman recursion:

x„|^=Ax ,,—t + kne ,—+ (4.22)
n\n

ri—11
rz.—1 "

n\n—1 v '

V„|^î = AV^i|S=iAT + <^bbT (4.23)

Vn|Tr = (I - kncT)V„|;pI (4.24)

with prediction error and Kaiman gain

e ,—? = zn — aTx ,,—?
(4.25)

n\n—1
"

n—l|n—1
v '

k» =
2 rnTWC ' (426)

The messages are computed in the given order for one section after

the other in a forward-only (i.e. left-to-right) manner (message © of the

current section is message © in the subsequent section). This leads to

the recursive estimator as shown in Fig. 4.1(b).

4.3.2 Information filter

Gaussian messages can not only be represented by the mean vector m

and the covariance matrix V, but also by the mean vector m and the

inverse covariance or weight matrix W = V-1. Additionally, the mean

can be replaced by the product £ = Wm of weight matrix and mean. The

notation Nw indicates that the weight matrix is used to represent the

Gaussian function. Computing messages © to © similar to Section 4.3.1

but using W instead of V results in a recursion in the weight matrix W:

© State estimate at time n—1 (propagated from the section to the

left):

/il(xn-l) =AfW(xn-1 | Vl|^'Wn^l|^t)
© State transition (Table 4.1-3):

{ji2{.)=Nw(. | m2,W2)

m2 = AVu^î (4-27)

W2 = A-Xi^A-1 (4.28)

£2 = W2m2 = A-T£n_i|^ (4.29)
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N

U,
n

»

©'

X
+

n

•®
®t

®

A/"
Wn

®t X
n

®
-S

®) ^n

Figure 4.2: Factor graph for the information filter. Messages are Gaus¬

sian represented by mean vector m (or £, see text) and

information matrix W.

where the subscript of m2 and W2 indicates, that these are pa¬

rameters of message ©.
Two notes are convenient here. First, it suffices to propagate either

the pair (m, W) or the pair (£, W). Second, for the systems under

consideration in this thesis the transition matrix A is invertible.

© Control input (Table 4.1-7):

@ Adding input and state using the composite node for forward ma¬

trix multiplication and addition (Table 4.1-6):

/i4(0=A^(.|xn|-t,Wn|^î)

n\n—1 n—11n—1

w ,—f = w2 -

n n—1 ^

^nln—1 ^2

n\n-

W2bbTW2

1/a* + bTW2b

W2bbT£2

1/al + bTW2b

(4.30)

(4.31)

(4.32)
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® Observation (Table 4.1-7):

ß5(.)=Af(.\zn,0)

® Measurement noise (Table 4.1-7):

ßa(wn) =N(wn | ü,ow)

© Adding the measurement noise (Table 4.1-2):

fi7(.) =MW{ • I zn,l/aw)

® Backward multiplication (Table 4.1-4):

ccT

® Update with information from new observation (Table 4.1-1):

//9(xn) = jVV(x„ | xn|-,Wn|-)

*n|T? = W^ (Wn|Ä|^ + ^) (4'33)

cc

WB|* = Wn|S3 + -r (4.34)

„|* = C„|53 + ^ (435)

One can see that the update of the mean x involves a matrix in¬

version, which can be circumvented by using £ instead of x.

Combining (4.30)-(4.35) leads to the information filter recursion:

W„|S3 = (I - bbVW^A-1 (4.36)

cc

% = Wn|^I + JT (437)

„|* = (I - g»bT)A-T« ^ + ^ (4.38)
cz,

with Kaiman gain

bA"TW ,,—rA"1
Sn = ,,_2 .^

J^T
^ (4-39)

l/(j2+bTA-TW T.-tA-ib' U n—l|n—1
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If the state error covariance matrix is not needed explicitly, other

recursions based on Chandrasekhar-type equations [3] can save compu¬

tational effort. They can also be derived as message passing in a similar

way. The difference V^^ — V.^j is decomposed into yn^nyl with

rank 1. yn, mn, the Kaiman gain gn and un = cTV,—*c + &u are

then recursively computed. In this case, messages do not comprise mean

vector and covariance matrix, but the decomposition variables ujn, gn,

yn and mn.

4.3.3 Kaiman smoother

When at time n observations up to time n + M are available, one can

incorporate those observations to improve the estimate of the state Xn.

Therefore, information from time n -\- M must be propagated back to

section n. This backward pass is independent of the forward pass and

can be carried out separately. Once the estimate has to be determined,
forward and backward information must be combined.

The factor graph and the messages for the backward pass are shown

in Fig. 4.3(a). For an explanation of the notation see the footnote on

page 34. The forward pass is computed as in Section 4.3.1 or 4.3.2.

© Backward state estimate at time n+1:

© Observation (Table 4.1-7):

/^(•) =M(. 1^^1,0)

© Measurement noise (Table 4.1-7):

© Adding the measurement noise (Table 4.1-2):

/i4(.) =A/"( . | Zr+uVw)
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X
n

®

N

© U»n+l

®|
Eh^

©

Xn+l

®

M

®t
WW

y.n+l

a
®

®t„ z»*w

(a) Factor graph and messages for the backward

pass.

Zn+l
^

n\nH

Kn
fcf"> xn| rT

*{.
,

CT A"1 z-1
Tllît+3

(b) Backward recursion.

Figure 4.3: The Kaiman smoother. The backward pass consists of all

messages as shown in (a) which leads to the recursive (back¬
ward in time) estimator in (b). To obtain smoothed esti¬

mates for the state, the forward and the backward messages

need to be combined.
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© Update with information from new observation (Table 4.1-5):

A*5 (.)=^( x « V <
^

Ttfl|n+1' n+l\n+lj

Vn+l|n+2C \Zr*&
~ C ^n+l|n+2j

X»fl|»fl *n+l\n+2 + ^ + CTVwflöC
(4.40)

V <—ccTV
<—

y <
_Y

<

n+l\n+2 n+l\n+2 (A AT\

Vn+l|n+l
V

n+l\n+2 n2 , „TV
« p

V^-V

°V
+ C

VrH-l|n+2C

© Input (Table 4.1-7):

ßc,(un+i) =N{un+i | 0,a^)

© Multiplication (Table 4.1-3):

fi7(.)=Af(.\0,a2ubbT)

© Adding input (Table 4.1-2):

/z8(.) = Af( . | x^^V^,^ + 4bbT)
© Backward matrix multiplication (Table 4.1-4):

A^(xn) = A/'(xn x < V <
^

n|rirf-l' n\n+lj

n|rc+l 7Trfl|nr|-l (4.42)

V„,S4 = A"1 f^^i,^i+4bbT)A-T (4.43)

Combining (4.40)-(4.43) leads to the following recursion:

*n|ff = A"1x^-1|Sb + k»en|STl (4-44)

V„|54 = A"1 (V^1|ffi + 4bbT) A"T (4.45)

V„|S = (I - k„cT)Vn|SR (4.46)

with backward prediction error and backward Kaiman gain:

en\n+l =Zn~
^^'^n+^n+l (4.47)

k" =
2

jnTvC (448)
°W + cTVn|^TlC
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The resulting backward estimator can be seen in Fig. 4.3(b).

To obtain smoothed state estimates, the forward and the backward

messages need to be combined. The quantity //tot(xn) denotes the total

function for edge Xn and is computed as a multiplication of the forward

and the backward message (cf. (2.7)). Because in the equality node the

incoming messages are combined in the same way, we can use the update
formulas of Table 4.1-1:

/Jtot(x„) = A/"(xn | Xn>tot,Vn)tot)

Xn,tot

» n,tot

V„,tot
(v!,-xn|-+V".^xn\'n'n"n\ n

#

n\n+l^n\h+l)
=
V

I-»
(v i-»4-V

*
^ Vv

n\n y
v

n\n

~

v

n\n+lJ n\n+l

4.3.4 Information smoother

Again, using the information matrix instead of the covariance matrix for

the state (Fig. 4.4) leads to a recursion in (m,W) or (£, W).

X
n

®

N

®l...«'p+i

+

M

-EF
xn+l

•C6

©t
®

,T

®t Yrn+l

®
®t„ ZnH

Figure 4.4: Factor graph and messages for the backward pass for the

information smoother.
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© Backward state estimate at time n+l:

ßl(*n+l) = Afw(xn+1 | ^n+ll^^n+lln+ä)
© Observation (Table 4.1-7):

ß2(-)=M(. | ZrH-1,0)

© Measurement noise (Table 4.1-7):

Hz(Wn+l) =N{wn+l | 0,<TJV)

@ Adding the measurement noise (Table 4.1-2):

/i4(.) =MW{ I Zr+iA/vw)

© Backward multiplication (Table 4.1-4):

Hb(-) =Mvf •

© Update with information from new observation (Table 4.1-1):

fl6(.)=rt( | K+llnTvWn+l\nTi)
— W^ I W

"

4-
CZn

I
XrH-l|^H ~~

^n+lln+l I Wr*fl|£+2XrH-l|£f2 a'L J

ccT
cyn+i,—

/T__

(4.49)
ccT

W->H|S«=W,H-i|Ä + ^r (4-50)
'w

CZr

^n+l\n+l ~ n+l\n+2 + ,2 (4-51)

© Input (Table 4.1-7):

V7(Un+l) =N{un+l | 0, O^)

© Adding input (Table 4.1-6):

fi8(.)=iïw(.\ï^llnTvW8)
W^.rnb^W^.-n

W8 = W^
te

- ^r* ^'f (4.52)nfl,wfl
1/^ +bW^b

WnrHl|rH4bb Si+llw+1

'*'K'"l/aJ+bWrt|ffib
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© (Table 4.1-4):

/i9(xn) =A/V(xn x < W <
^

n|TJr(-l' n\n+lj
» _i ^

n|n+l 7*4-1 \n+l (4.54)

W ,-n =
ATW8A

n|rz+l
ö (4.55)

n\n+Ä = ^ ^8 (4.56)

Combining (4.49)-(4.56) leads to the following recursion:

Wn|fti = A"1 (I " g-^JW^^A-T (4.57)

ccT
W»l* = W„|SS + -j- (4.58)

CZT

tnfr = AT(I - gnb^,^ + -^ (4.59)
<V

To get smoothed state estimates forward and backward messages have

to be combined:

A«tot(x„) = A/W(xn I xn,tot, Wn>tot)

xn,tot = Wnjtot (^Wn|^xn|^ + Wn|^xn^J
=

**n,tot \Sn|'n + ^n\n+JJ
wn,tot = wn|?f + w ^

There are different possibilities how both the forward and the back¬

ward messages are represented. In both directions either the covariance

matrix V or the information matrix W or both can be used. Neither re¬

cursion involves a matrix inversion; only when computing the a posteriori

probability for the state (i.e. the combination of forward and backward

messages) at least one matrix inversion has to be computed. In addi¬

tion, when estimates of the control input and the output are needed, a

minimum of three matrix inversions per section are needed, which is the

main cost factor in all the algorithms in this section.
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4.4 Linear Prediction

In this section the problem of estimating the coefficients of a linear pre¬

dictor is considered. This problem again demonstrates the use of Gaus¬

sian messages and the tabulated update rules for linear building blocks

(Table 4.10).

The classic linear predictive coding (LPC) algorithm solves the fol¬

lowing estimation problem. Let a\,a2,... ,œm (with at G R) be the

coefficients of a linear predictor of order M. Let U\, U2, .
with Un G R,

the model of the prediction error, be white Gaussian noise with zero

mean and variance one.

M

Xn = J2 aeXn-t + Un (4.60)
e=i

Assume that the predictor coefficients a = (ai,..., ûm)t are not known;

instead, we know the signal Xi, X2,... = x\,x2,.. •

Based on x\, x2,.. • we wish to estimate a.

Since the unknown predictor coefficients will appear as variables in

the factor graph, we will denote them by capital letters:

A = (Alt...tAM)T. (4.61)

We also define

xn = (xn,xn-i,...,xn-M+i)T- (4.62)

With this notation (4.60) becomes

xn = ATxn_i + £/n. (4.63)

A factor graph of this system is shown in Fig. 4.5. The predictor co¬

efficients A can be estimated by forward-only Gaussian message passing.
The initial message for A, which corresponds to n = 0, may be set to

a,o — 0 the zero vector and W^o = 0 the zero matrix. The rest of the

messages are computed according to the following scheme. Since every

message is a Gaussian specified by (m, V) or (£, W) the update rules of

Table 4.1 apply.

© mi = xn, Vx = 0.
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Ln-1

M
u,
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Un+lr.
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,, xr+l

Figure 4.5: Factor graph for linear prediction.

© (Table 4.1-7): m2 = 0, V2 = 1.

© (Table 4.1-2): m3 = xn, V3 = 1,
which can also be expressed as £3 = xn, W3 = 1.

There are two ways of computing the messages for the coefficient vec¬

tor. If the Gaussian messages are represented by the weight matrix W

messages ® and © are computed as follows:

® (Table 4.1-4): £4 = xn_i:En, W4 = x^x^.

© (Table 4.1-1):

ÎA,n = Ça,t*-1 + ^n-lXn = / J
Xfc-iXk

fc=l

n

WA,n = WA,n-l + Xn-ixJ^ = J^Xfc-iX^
k=l

The estimate of the coefficient vector at section n is

/ n \ -1 / n

^ = W^JA,n = ( ^Xfc-ixJ.! ^ Xfc_i£fc I = R"1^ (4.64)
Jc=l Jfe=l

where Rn is the (auto-)correlation matrix and rn is the correlation vector

in linear prediction literature [26]. The solution of (4.64) is referred to

as the classic autocorrelation solution of linear prediction analysis. Since
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Rn is Toeplitz (4.64) may be solved by the Levinson-Durbin recursion

with only 0(M2) operations.

Alternatively, the Gaussian messages for the coefficients can be rep¬

resented by the covariance matrix V. In that case message © is not

computed explicitely, but the update rule for the composite block (dot¬
ted boxes in Fig. 4.5) is applied:

© (Table 4.1-5)

an = an_i + V^.n-iXn-i ——y-— (4.65)
1 + K-iVn_ixn_i

= ân_i + knen (4.66)

V.4,n-lXn--ixX.1VA,n-l

1 + xj_!Vn_iXn_i

= (I - knxJ.jV^i (4.68)

V A7-
* A,n-l^n-l^n-l v A.,n-1 , . „_s

VA,n
=

VA,n-l , , _ T xr

~ (4.67)

with

en = xn- âj_jxn_i (4.69)

kn = V^^x^
1 + xi_j_Vn_iXn_i

As becomes obvious from (4.66) and (4.68) the estimate ân is available

at every section n. Additionally, no matrix inversion is involved in the

update of the estimate.

It is noteworthy that the factor graph of Fig. 4.5 with update equa¬

tions (4.66) and (4.68) is a degenerate Kaiman filter. The equivalence
of general recursive least squares algorithms and the Kaiman filter has

been pointed out before [55,81,116]; in the factor graph this equivalence
is eye-catching.

4.5 Recursive Least Squares

The problem of estimating the coefficients of an adaptive filter is con¬

sidered in this section. Similar to the linear prediction problem in Sec¬

tion 4.4 this problem can be solved with Gaussian messages. It is also a

special case of Kaiman filtering.
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The classic recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm solves the follow¬

ing adaptive filtering problem. Let ho,...,h,M (with ht G R) be the

coefficients of an FIR filter of order M. Let U\,U2,..- with Un G R

be the input signal to this filter and let Yi,Y2,... be the corresponding
output signal:

M

Yn = 2_^ htUn-t. (4.71)
i=i

Now assume that the filter coefficients h = (ho,...,/im)t are not known;
instead, we know both the input signal U\, U2,.. •

= Mi, U2, • •
and a noisy

output signal Z\, Z2, •
= z\, Z2,. •.

with

Zn = YN + Wn, (4.72)

where W\, W2,... is white Gaussian noise with variance a2. Based on

u\, U2,. •.
and y\, y2,... we wish to estimate h.

Since the unknown filter coefficients will appear as variables in the

factor graph, we will denote them by capital letters: H = (Hq, ..., Hm)t-
We also define

A

(un,...,un-M)T (4.73)u
n

With this notation, (4.71) becomes

Zn = u'H. (4.74)
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u
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Un+lJ-

+

,.
yn+l

Figure 4.6: Factor graph of an FIR adaptive filter.

A factor graph of this system model is shown in Fig. 4.6. The filter

coefficients H can be estimated by forward-only Gaussian message pass¬

ing. The initial message for H, which corresponds to n — 0, may be set
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to mH,o — 0 and V =. The rest of the messages are computed according
to the following scheme.

© mi = xn, Vi = 0.

© (Table 4.1-7): m2 = 0iV2 = l.

© (Table 4.1-2): m3 = xn, V3 = 1,
which can also be expressed as £3 — xn, W3 = 1.

There are again two ways of computing the messages for the coef¬

ficient vector. One may use the weight matrix W or the covariance

matrix V to represent the Gaussian messages similar to the messages in

Section 4.4. When using the covariance matrix and the update rule of the

composite block (Table 4.1-5) the recursion for the coefficient estimation

is

an = an_i + V^n-iu^i
"

/ (4.75)

= ân_i + knen (4.76)

,,

Ar
VA,n-lUn-1 Un-1V^.w-l ,.

77^VA,n = VA,n-l
—

=—7Z (4.77)
1 + u^V^iu^i

with

= (I-knul_1)VA,n-i (4.78)

en = yn ~ âJ_!Un_i (4.79)

k» A.n—1^-n—l
(a a(\\

1 + U^Vn-iU^i

If the RLS algorithm is applied to very long blocks, it is common to

multiply the covariance matrix ~VH,n by some scale factor À > 1, A « 1,
before using it as input to section n+l. The algorithm is thus forced to

forget what it has learned in the distant past, thus it can also be used for

(slowly) time-varying coefficients. Of course, a more principled approach
to cope with time-varying H is to model such changes explicitely in the

factor graph, as is sketched in Section 3.2.2.
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4.6 Summary

This section summarises the conclusions about the factor graph approach
for Gaussian models where all variables are jointly Gaussian distributed

and, therefore, all messages are Gaussian densities.

• Different representations of Gaussian messages have been re¬

viewed. Besides the representations used in [83] we introduced the

representation based on the weighted mean £ = Wm.

• Linear building blocks such as the equality constraint node,
the addition node or the matrix multiplication node have message

update rules which are manipulations of the corresponding mean

vectors and covariance matrices. The existing table [83] has been

extended by the update rules for the weighted mean.

• The application of the tabulated update rules (Table 4.1) has been

demonstrated by means of a linear state space model. In the litera¬

ture it has been shown, that the Kaiman filter can be derived by

message passing on the factor graph of a state-space model [74,83].
In this section of the thesis also the Information filter and the

Kaiman smoothers have been written out.

• In addition to the Kaiman filter the building blocks have proved
useful in two other applications. We could show that the linear

predictive coding algorithm and the recursive least squares

algorithm can also be expressed as Gaussian message passing on

the corresponding factor graph. Above that, the similarity to the

Kaiman filter is eye-catching in the factor graph approach.

• Besides the application of the linear building blocks in purely Gaus¬

sian models, these building blocks may also be used in models which

reach beyond Gaussianity. This is shown in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Beyond Gaussian Models

If the variables in a factor graph are jointly Gaussian, every message

is Gaussian and simple update rules for linear building blocks exist

(cf. Chapter 4). But practical applications of linear Gaussian models

are limited.

Often the solution of the sum-product update rule (2.6) leads to func¬

tions which are non-Gaussian; or even worse, a solution to the integral
in (2.6) may not exist at all. In that case, we have to resort to approx¬

imations or completely different techniques, such as gradient methods

or expectation maximisation type methods. In this chapter it is shown,
that many different techniques can be interpreted as message passing on

the factor graph and can also be combined with one another.

In section Section 5.1 we show how tractable messages can be derived

when making a tentative decision about one or more input messages to

the node. In some cases it may be possible to parameterise messages

which are not Gaussian, as exemplified in Section 5.2. Section 5.3 shows

how an approximation of the mode of the marginal may lead to tractable

messages. As mentioned, gradient methods can be incorporated into the

factor graph framework, which is shown in Section 5.4. How messages can

be computed by numerical methods is shown in Section 5.5. Section 5.6

gives a new view onto the expectation maximisation algorithm as message

passing. Some conclusions are made in Section 5.7.

53
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5.1 Sum-Product with Tentative Decision

In some cases, the sum-product update rule (2.6) cannot be solved analyt¬
ically or the result is too complicated to be useful. In addition, messages

are multiplied when propagated through an equality node (cf. (4.10)).
For the outgoing message to be of the same form as the incoming mes¬

sages, the messages need to be closed under multiplication. Otherwise

messages become more and more complicated when propagated through
equality nodes (and other nodes).

In such cases it might be appropriate to approximate the computation
of the integral in (2.6) with some intuition. A reasonable remedy to make

the integral in (2.6) solvable is to replace one incoming message by its

mean, i.e. to ignore the variance of that message.

Zero variance approximation (tentative decision):

ßx^f(x) = 5(x-mx) (5.1)

This approach is related to the method of iterative conditional modes

(ICM) [43]. In the ICM-technique every variable except one is set to its

MAP-estimate, while the remaining variable is re-estimated based on the

fixed values of its neighbours. In this extreme case, the algorithm often

gets stuck in a local optimum. In our case, we apply the rule to set one

variable temporarily to its MAP-estimate only where necessary. This

combines the advantages of simple message updates with the ability to

escape a local optimum.

Example 5.1. (Multiplication with unknown multiplier)

a

X1
a

Vf-*A(a)

X2

ßX1-^f(xi) ßx2->f(x2)
f(xi,X2,a) = S(x2 —axi)

Figure 5.1: Factor graph node for the (scalar) AR coefficient estima¬

tion.

Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 5.1 where the variable X\ is mul-
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tiplied by an unknown multiplier a. We want to compute the outgoing

message along edge a. The messages arriving at this node are

A*Xi-/0&i) = JV(xi | mi, vi), (5.2)

ßx2->f(x2) = N(x2 \m2,v2). (5.3)

The exact message towards edge a would be (applying (2.6)):

oo

Hf-+a(a) oc / / ö(x2-axi)exp ( -

vi

exp (_ (^2£) dXidX2 (5<4)

oo

V2

« J exp (J**-"*)" _

0-
_

-"

) ^ (5.5)
Vi v2

-oo

(a_2)2
ocexp|--^gr]- (5-6)

mf

Because the denominator in (5.6) depends itself on a, the message

/i/_>a(a) is non-Gaussian. Here it is reasonable to apply the zero variance

approximation: Ignore the uncertainty in the message fiXi-*f(xi), i.e. set

its variance v\ to zero. The message is thus /iXi->/(#i) = à(x\ ~ ^i)
and the computation of the outgoing message changes to

oo

lif-+a(a) & S(x2—axi)ô(xi— mi) exp ( J dxidx2 (5.7)

(a-^)2
v mi /

S2

m2 s2

m-i
'

m\

(5.8)

(5.9)

D

In the problem of AR coefficient estimation, the zero variance approx¬

imation works reasonably well because the variance of the state estimate

(i.e. the variance of the message /u,Xi—>f(xi)) is considerably smaller

than the variance of the observation noise (appearing in the message

Hx2-+f(x2) of the example), cf. Section 6.1.2.
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A summary of update rules for the multiplication node derived with

the technique of tentative decision is given in Table 5.1; their derivation

is given in Appendix B.3. The algorithms of Section 6.1 make use of

these update rules for coefficient estimation problems.

Node Update rule

1
x

-*

a

!" Y

fia(a) =J\f(a | ma,Wa)
ma = m[y]mx/\\mx\\2
Wa = mxmx/Vp'1]

1
X

a

\
Y

mY = Amx

Vy = ÂVXÂT
Wy = Â^WxÂ-1
Çy = (ÂVxÂT)#ÂVxÇx = Â~TÇX

1
x

-1

a

mx = (ÂTWyÂ)*ÂTWymy = Â^TUy
VX = À-lVyÂ-T
WX = ÂTWyÂ
ÏX = ÂTiy

where A = \ < 1
10

* denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
1

if A and Vx are positive definite

2
if A and Wx are positive definite

3 if A is invertible

Table 5.1: Update equations for the AR state transition node.

5.2 Inverted Gamma Messages

In this section we treat the case where messages can be expressed in

closed form. An example of such a message type is the inverted gamma

message, which appears in variance estimation for example.

Example 5.2. (Gaussian distribution with unknown variance)
Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 5.2. This graph models a Gaus¬

sian distribution over Y with unknown variance S. The sum-product
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S

A*/-s(s) |

jfe«p(-^)
»ll
Y

Figure 5.2: Factor graph node of a Gaussian distribution with unknown

variance.

rule in the case where we observe the variable Y = y is

CO

ßf-^s(s) = J f(y, s) pY->f(-)dy (5.10)

-co

oo

/^(-^H-**
-oo

1 / (y-m)2\
.

ft,

exp
-Ky J

(5.12)

1 (y — m)2
oc Ig ( s (5.13)

2' 2 y

which is an inverted gamma distribution (cf. Appendix A.1.2). D

Unfortunately, the inverted gamma distribution (and most other non-

Gaussian distribution) is not very versatile. At least it is closed un¬

der multiplication, that means multiplying two inverted gamma func¬

tions yields another (scaled) inverted gamma function. This property is

utilised by the equality node for Ig-messages shown in Table 5.2.

Example 5.3. (Variance estimation)

Fig. 5.3 shows the factor graph for the problem of estimating an

unknown variance. For the message passing through the equality nodes,
the equations of Table 5.2 are applied repeatedly. After n slices this leads

to (assuming a prior po(s) = Ig (s | —1,0)):

ßn(s)= Ig (s I anißn) (5.14)
n

an = ^2at + n-l = - -1 (5.15)
e=i

l
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Node Update rule

X

Equality

fiz(z) =Ig(z I az,ßz)
dz = ocx + ay + 1

ßz = ßx+ßY

t s

M

\Y = y

Gaussian,
unknown variance

ßs(s) = Ig(« I (*s,ßs)

as = -1/2
ßs = (y- m)2/2

u

ÎÏ
Gaussian,

unknown variance

ßY(y) =N(y | mY,vY)

my = m

vy = ßs/(&s - 1)

Table 5.2: Update equations involving inverted gamma messages.

ßn(s)
4=1

Po (s)

-m

M

Vn-l
„

}

N

yn

AT

yn+l

Figure 5.3: Factor graph for the variance estimation problem.

n
i

n

i=i e=i

and the MMSE and MAP estimates after n observations are

smmse E[%i,

ßn

an — 1 n—4

,Vn\

1
n

n > 4

£=i

smap = M [S]

ßn

an + 1 n

1
n

= - X> - m)2
£=1

(5.16)

(5.17)

(5.18)

D
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It is interesting, that a scaling factor n — 4 appears in the estimator

(5.17). From classic estimation theory we are used to factors n as ap¬

pears in the ML estimator or the factor n—1 as appears in the unbiased

estimator. In [125] the biased estimator with minimum MSE (not to

be confused with the Bayesian MSE) has a factor n-f-2. The different

estimators for variance estimation are summarised in Appendix D.

The application of inverted gamma messages for estimating the input
noise variance of an AR process is presented in Section 6.2.1.

5.3 Approximated Mode

In factor graph modelling it often happens that the result of the sum-

product update rule (2.6) is too complex. In some cases it is possible
to approximate the mode of the posterior such that the approximation
can be computed by message passing. This especially applies to constant

parameters. The trick is to find the mode 9 of the a posteriori density
for the parameter 9 by setting

dp(9\y)
39

Iq or
d\ogp(9\y)

9=e
99

i

0. (5.19)
e=e

In the resulting equation sufficient statistics are identified and messages

are designed to carry these sufficient statistics. This procedure shall be

clarified in the following example.

Example 5.4. (Gaussian distribution with unknown variance)

S

1 exp(-fe#l)/2ns

X

Wf-/(aO t

Figure 5.4: Factor graph node for the variance estimation.

The node shown in Fig. 5.4 represents a Gaussian distribution over

X with unknown variance S. Computing the sum-product update rule
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(2.6) for the message towards S, assuming a Gaussian input message

(J,x->f(x) -U{x | mx,vx):

oo

fj,f->s(s)= / f(x,s)px-+f(x)dx

(x—m)2

—oo

CO

/ V27TS

exp

-oo

1

yJ2-KVx

1

exp

2s )

(x-mx)2'
,
dx

2vx J

(m-mx)2*

a/2tt(s + vx)
^

V 2(s + vx)
.

1 (m-mx)2\
2' 2 J

= Ig s + vx

exp

(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

(5.23)

(5.24)

Unfortunately, (5.24) is not closed under multiplication, because of the

displacement vX- That means, multiplying functions of the form (5.24)
with different parameters vx and mx leads to functions with exponen¬

tially increasing complexity:

N

(
p(s\y) = riIg( s + v*r.

n=l
^

1 (m-mXn)2'
2' 2

(5.25)

So, trying to find sufficient statistics for (5.25) by computing the mode

s — argmaxlogp(s|?/):

d\ogp(s\y) d ( N 1 A

—di—
=

Ts I -ylog(27r)
"

2 £log(s+"xJ
\ n=l

N
1
y^ (m-mXn)2

2h s+v^
(5.26)

1^1 i
N

l \2

"

2^lS +^+2^ (, + WxJ2
-° (5'27)

The problem in (5.27) is, that there is no simple solution for s. But when

we approximate all vxn by the average vx = ^ Xm=i v*n:

(5.28)
_lfJ_ if

9 ^ q4.«v 9 2-^
(m-mXn)2 ^0

2^is
+ Vx 2^ï (s +^
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then there exists the solution

1
N

ê = ^T,[(m-m^)2-yx]. (5.29)
n=l

Because the quantity vx is not available in the factor graph, we replace
vx with the individual quantities vXn'

ê = ^f2[(m-mXn)2-vx}. (5.30)
71=1

The sufficient statistics for this approximation are the number of terms

N and the difference (m — mxn)2 —

vxn for every n. D

This technique is used in the algorithm for joint coefficient/variance
estimation presented in Section 6.3.2.

5.4 Gradient Methods as Message Passing

Gradient methods are often used to search for an extremum of a function

to optimise, such as the likelihood function of a probabilistic model. In

this section we show that gradient methods can be smoothly integrated
into the factor graph framework. The material presented in this section

is based on joint work with Dauwels et. al. [23].

Instead of computing the complete a posteriori distribution of some

parameter, one may by interested in the mode of the posterior distri¬

bution only. The mode of the posterior distribution corresponds to a

maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. If a closed-form solution for the

MAP estimate does not exist, it might be found iteratively by a gradient
method. The gradient method (gradient descent or hill climbing) can be

viewed as message passing on the corresponding factor graph.

Fig. 5.5 shows one node which depends on the parameter 9 which we

want to estimate via hill climbing. The message from the node / towards

edge 9 is
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viog/f \§

f(x,0)

ßx-+f(X)\ \nf^x(x)
X

Figure 5.5: Factor graph node for the gradient update rule.

Gradient Node Update Rule:

Vlog/(0) = Ve log lAf^otf)
e=ê

(5.31)

= Vtflog / f(x,9)ßX->f(x)dx (5.32)

vx

where ///_># (#) is the standard sum-product message (2.6) out of node

/ towards edge 9. Contrary to the sum-product message, the gradient

message Vlog/(0) is a value and not a function.

öJ|viog/A + Vlog/ß

Figure 5.6: Factor graph node for the generic gradient descent.

Gradient messages from different nodes arriving at an equality node

are just added as can be seen in Fig. 5.6. The new estimate 9^k+1^ is

found by updating with an appropriate step size A:

Global Gradient Descent Step:

N

§(k+i) = §(k)+x,J2v'log fn(9) (5.33)
n=l
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The proofs of (5.31)-(5.33) can be found in Appendix B.l.

Example 5.5. (Variance estimation)
We want to estimate the variance of a Gaussian source. The function of

the node of Fig. 5.5 is

/fe") = 7fcexp(-^!) (5'34)

where m R is the constant mean and the parameter 9 = v, the unknown

variance. Assuming a Gaussian message fix^f(x) — Äf(x \ mx,vx) and

applying (5.32) gives the upward message

(x—m)2\

^2nvx V %vx

(m - mx)2 - (v + vx)

2(v + vx)2

v=v

(5.35)

(5.36)

Note that (5.36) is real number; it is not a function as in the case of

standard sum-product messages. D

Table 5.3 summarises the gradient update rules for nodes used in

Section 6.1.4.

5.5 Particle Methods

The key idea of the techniques introduced in this section is to represent
a function by a list of (weighted) samples of that function. Messages in

the factor graph are represented as such lists.

Literature

Tutorials for particle methods are [5,7,30,32-34,88]. Some improve¬
ments to the standard particle filter are given in [18,35]. Online particle
filter are treated in [6,51,76,79]; The estimation of static parameters
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Node

Equality

t S

M

îT
Gaussian,

unknown variance

x

V log /(d)

Y

AR state

transition

Update rule

V log f(z) = V log f(x) + V log f(y)

Vlog/(5) =
(m — my)2 — (v + vy)

2(V + Vy)2

Vlog/(â) = —2rnx(rnY —àTmx)

Table 5.3: Update equations involving gradient messages.

in [82,127]; The concept of nonparametric belief propagation is intro¬

duced in [60,61,128,131]. For Gaussian particle filtering see [70,71].
Particle filter are applied to speech signals in [39,117,133]. Gaussian

sum approximation is shown [2]. Markov chain Monte Carlo methods

are treated in [19,106,112,132].

When messages are (scaled) probability distributions, they have a

cumulative function

,+

Fx{x) = PX{X < x) = J px(x)dx
—oo

(5.37)

The main idea of particle methods is to approximate the cumulative of

a message by discretisation:

x„ M

Fx(x)^ / ^p{i)ö(x-xW)dx (5.38)
— oo

i-1

where the weights p^ are normalised, i.e. Yli=i P^ = 1- A particle

message comprises the discretisation points a;W (also called particles)
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and their weights p^\ hence

px(x) = 4~Fx(x) « \x^,p^)M (5.39)
ax l ) z=i

is a list of weighted samples of the corresponding distribution function.

Such particle messages can propagate through different factor graph
nodes, as the following example demonstrates.

Example 5.6. (Equality node)

X

ßx^f(x)

Y

Figure 5.7: Factor graph node for the demonstration of particle mes¬

sages; Equality.

Given the graph of Fig. 5.7 we want to compute the outgoing message

/if^y(y) — j-Fy(y). We assume the message px^.f(x) is a particle
message and the message ßz-^f(z) may be arbitrary.

y+

Fy(y)= J pf^y(y)dy (5.40)

y+ oo

/ f(x,y, z)pz-+f (z)ßx-*f (x) dzdx dy (5.41)
—oo —oo

y+ oo

5(x - y)5(z - y)pz-+f(z)-^Fx(x) dzdx dy (5.42)
—oo —oo

y+

= f ßz^f(y)^Fx(y) dy (5.43)
—CO

yt M

-oo

"+
M

i=l

= / pZ-,f(y)Y,Px^y-^)dy (5-44)

J Y,P{Y]à(y-y^)dy. (5.45)

-oo
i=1
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The message pf-,y(y) is again of the form (5.38) and (5.39) with param-

eters

j,(0=iBW $ = p$ • Hz-.f(y{i)). (5-46)

D

Another building block for particle messages is the addition node as

depicted in Fig. 5.8, where p,X-+f(x) is a particle message and //{/_>/(it)
is arbitrary.

U

X
+

Y

nx^fJx) — nf^Y{y)

Figure 5.8: Factor graph node for the demonstration of particle mes¬

sages; Addition.

Applying the sum-product update rule (2.6) for the addition node in

Fig. 5.8 leads to the output message

M

Pf-Y(v) = Y,PxPu-+f(v + x®) (5.47)
i=l

which is a mixture density and not simply a list of particles. In prac¬

tice, we sample from pu-+f(y) in (5.47). The resulting update rules are

summarised in Table 5.4.

Computing the particle messages of a chain of nodes as shown in

Fig. 5.9 amounts to sequential importance sampling, a standard tech¬

nique in particle filtering [32]:

*% = 4° + ^n (5.48)

P{âi = PW • PzM]) (5-49)

with

un~Af(un | 0, erg-) (5.50)

Repeated application of the update rules given in Table 5.4 may lead

to messages where all but one particle have zero weight. This phe¬
nomenon is called degeneracy [30]. A remedy proposed in the literature
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Node Update rule

X
_

Y

Equality-
particle message/
arbitrary message

y+f m
My)= / ^Py^v-y^dy

-oo
<=i

y(i) = XÜ)

Py =Px -pz(yK))-

X
_

Y

Equality
particle message/
particle message

ßz(z) =N(z | mz,vz)
mz — vz (mx/vx + my/vy)
VZ = VXVy/(vX + Vy)

^ = Efc1pï)(mx-x«)2
my, vy likewise

"1
x

T Y

Addition

particle message/
arbitrary message

v+r m
My)= / Y,pY^(y-y{i))dy

-oo
i=1

y{i) ~nu(v) + x®
(i) (0

Py
=

Px

Table 5.4: Update equations involving particle messages.

is to include a resampling step after every particle message update. Dur¬

ing resampling a new list is created where particles from the old list are

transfered randomly according to their weight.

Another problem appears when the noise Un added to the particle
list is zero or very small. During resampling some particles may be cho¬

sen more often and others may never be chosen. This leads to another

problem called sample impoverishment where all particles will eventually
coincide. Sample impoverishment is especially inevitable when estimat¬

ing constant parameters by particle messages.

Strategies to overcome the problems of degeneracy and sample impov¬
erishment used in this thesis are resampling only when necessary [7,34],
auxiliary resampling [32] and the shrinking technique proposed in [82].
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AT

,(0 „(0

M

t

Xn iPn { ,, xnfl ' Pn+l

+

) Kn(z)

Figure 5.9: Factor graph of the random walk model.

5.6 Expectation Maximisation

as Message Passing

The expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm is a powerful technique
for maximum likelihood estimation in complex models. The problem
in parameter estimation in complex models is that there usually are

many unknown variables. Integrating them out, as is done in a Bayesian
approach, is most often not feasible. Instead, in the EM algorithm, those

hidden variables are replaced by their expected values. By alternating
between the estimation of the parameters and the computation of the

expectations it is guaranteed to find a local optimum.

In this chapter it is shown how the EM algorithm can be computed
as message passing on the corresponding factor graph. Moreover, non-

trivial a priori models for the parameters can easily be incorporated.
The message passing view opens up the freedom of choosing message

types and update schedules. Thus, variants of the EM algorithm, such

as Gradient-EM or Online-EM, can be derived in a straightforward way.

Finally, a local EM update rule is proposed, which combines ideas from

sum-product and EM.

Literature

The EM algorithm was originally introduced in [29] (sometimes referred

to as "DLR"-paper according to the initials of the authors); For tu¬

torials refer to [10,96,100]; Convergence properties are elaborated on

in [140, 141]; For different interpretations of the EM algorithm con¬

sult: [25] (lower bound maximisation), [109] (double minimisation), [126]
(majorisation), [27] (iterative conditional estimation); EM in connection
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with graphical models: [12,22,36,57,77,130]; An application to time-series

modelling can be found in [118], and an application to speech enhance¬

ment in [48,49] and [80]; For online EM look into [4,37] exemplarily.
Incremental EM, i.e. incomplete E-step [107], SAGE [38].

5.6.1 Introduction to classic EM

The maximum-likelihood (ML) estimator is found by maximising the

(log-)likelihood function with respect to the parameters 0 given the ob¬

servations z.

6 = argmaxlogp(z|0). (5.51)
e

For most stochastic models considered here, not every variable is

known. We, therefore, have to get rid of the unknown variables, which is

usually done by integration. The ML estimator for the parameter vector

0 is then

0 = argmaxlog / p(z,x | 6) dx (5.52)
e J

where p(z,x | 6) is called the complete-data likelihood function in com¬

parison to the incomplete-data likelihood function p(z\0).

The maximisation of the log of the integral in (5.52) is often hard to

compute. In the EM algorithm the log-integral in (5.52) is replaced by
an expectation of the log, which is easier to compute:

0 = argmax E [logp(z, x | 0) z, 0{k)] (5.53)

e J

The expectation in (5.53) is a lower bound to the log-likelihood func¬

tion p(z\0) [25]. In the maximisation step only the mode of this bound

is computed; to find the maximum of the likelihood function itself the

expectation step and the maximisation step have to be carried out alter-

natingly, which leads to the classic formulation of the EM algorithm:
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Expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm:

Q(0,0{k)) = E logp(z,x|0) M<*>" (5.55)

0{k+1) = argmaxQ(0,0(fc))
6

(5.56)

The different roles of 0 and 0^ ' in (5.55) and (5.56) may be confusing
at first sight. The first step (5.55) of the EM algorithm (E-step) is

to find the expected value of the complete-data log-likelihood function

logp(z,x | 0), which is a function of 0, with respect to the unknown

data x given the observed data z and the current parameter estimates

0^ '. The result of the E-step is function of 0. The second step (5.56)
of the EM algorithm (M-step) is the maximisation of the expectation of

the log-likelihood function with respect to 0. The algorithm proceeds
by iterating the E- and M-step until convergence or the allotted time is

over. In each iteration the log-likelihood is increased and the algorithm
is guaranteed to converge to a local maximum of the likelihood function.

Convergence properties are elaborated on in [140,141].

5.6.2 Introduction to messages passing EM

In the literature, there have been two connections between the Expec¬
tation Maximisation (EM) algorithm and graphical models. First, the

EM algorithm has been used for estimating the parameters of a graphical
model in a stand-alone way. Second, graphical models have been used to

compute the E-step of the EM algorithm.

In this thesis we show how the EM algorithm (both the E-step and

the M-step) can be expressed as message passing on the corresponding
factor graph. Earlier work on this topic was done by Eckford [36]. We

build on this work by showing how the EM algorithm can be computed
by local message updates on the factor graph. The material presented in

this section is based on joint work with Dauwels et. al. [22].

Assume a stochastic model with the following factorised probability
density function:

p(x\z,0) = l[pi(xi\z,0). (5.57)
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where the x^'s are subsets of x. In the E-step of the EM algorithm (5.55)
the following quantity is computed:

Q(0,0(k)) == E[logp(x|z,0)] (5.58)

= E ^gj\pi(^i\z,0)
i

(5.59)

= E ^logpi(xi|z,ô) (5.60)

= J2E[\ogpi(xi\z,0)} (5.61)

= Y,Ki(0) (5.62)

where the expectation is with respect to the density p(x | z,0^ '). The

individual terms of the sum in (5.61) can be viewed as messages hi(0)
computed by individual nodes locally. Section 5.6.3 gives the formal

definition of those messages.

The M-step comprises the maximisation of (5.61) w.r.t. 0 and leads

to a new estimate 0^ + ' which is sent back to the nodes for the next

iteration. The formal definition can be found in Section 5.6.4.

5.6.3 Computing the h-message

KO) \ | ê

f(x,e)

VX^f(x)\ \nf^x(x)
X

Figure 5.10: Factor graph node for the generic EM update rule.

The update rule for a generic node f(x,9) (Fig. 5.10) is
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Message passing EM update rule: "E-step"

h(9) = Ep[logf(X,9)}

= f p(x\§(k))logf(x,9)dx (5.63)

T>X

where Ep denotes the expectation with respect to the distribution

p(x\§W) = *mx->f(x)/jLf^x{x) = 1px-,f(x)f(x,9^) (5.64)

with a proper scaling factor 7. Note that the observation y does not

appear in (5.63) since it is implied in the computation of the message

Vx->f(x).

Example 5.7. (Estimating the mean of a Gaussian source)
We want to estimate the mean of a scalar Gaussian source. The node

function for this case is

/(*,,„)=
*

exp f-^-=^) (5.65)
V27T5 V IS J

where s E R+ denotes the (fixed) variance and m E M is the parameter
to be estimated. The /i-message (5.63) is computed as follows

h(m) = / p(x\mSk^) log f(x,m)dx (5.66)
JVx

= / p(x\mW) (-\ log(27rs) -
(:g~m) ) dx (5.67)

JT>x \ * tt> j

= C-^-(m2 - 2mEp[X]) (5.68)

with

C = -±log(27Ts)-^p-. (5.69)

(5.68) is a quadratic form in m, so it is convenient to use the message

eh(rn) instead of h(m)

eh^(xAf(m Ep[X],s\ (5.70)

hence, eh(m) itself becomes Gaussian. D
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In this example, the /i-message (or its exponential form) has a nice

form and can easily be processed by the Gaussian sum-product nodes of

Table 4.1.

e

hiß) | [ Q

f(xi,...,xM,Ô)

IMXl-+f(xi) \ | \\\flf^XN(xN)
Xx XN

Figure 5.11: Factor graph node for the EM update rule for nodes con¬

nected to more than one hidden node.

In general, the node can be connected to more than one hidden vari¬

able as in Fig. 5.11. In that case, the message passing EM update rule

(5.63) is extended in a straightforward way:

h(9) = Ep[logf(Xi,...,XN,9)} (5.71)

= / ••• / p(xi,...,xN\9{k))\ogf(xi,...,xN,9)dxi---dxN (5.72)

vx

l- J J f(xi,...,xN,9^y
7

lLXx^f(xi) • • • pXN^f(xN) log f(xi, ...,xN, 9)dxi • • • dxN (5.73)

with a proper scaling factor

7= / •'• / f(xi,... ,xN ,9{k)) - pxi-+f(xi) • • pxN-+f(xN)dxi- dxN.

-Dx

(5.74)

5.6.4 Computing the ^-message

The message downwards (Fig. 5.10) represents the new estimate 9 of the

parameter 9. (In the EM literature the iteration index (fc) is always

given. In the message passing view it looses its meaning. The freedom of

choosing a certain schedule gives us much more flexibility to design the

parameter update.)

0V+1) = argmax h(9) = argmaxe/l(ö) (5.75)
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Example 5.8. (Mean of a Gaussian Source continued)
Solving (5.75) for the message (5.70) gives

m = argmaxeh(m) = argmaxAMra Ep[X],s) = EP[X] (5.76)

which is intuitive. D

5.6.5 Non-trivial a priori models

In contrast to most standard accounts of the EM algorithm, we per¬

mit more general a priori models for the parameters. In this case the

maximisation includes the a priori model /a(#i, • • •, 9n):

Maximisation: "M-step"

*N -A
-p

(9i,...,9n) = argmax log /a(0i, . • •, 9n) + J^ h£(9t) J
6i,..Jn \ £=1 j

( \
= avgmaxlfA(9i,...,9n)-l[eh^n (5.77)

ôi,...,ên \ £-i J

If fA itself has a nice factorisation, then (5.77) can be computed by
the standard max-sum or max-product algorithm (which are certain

instances of the summary-propagation algorithm). In addition, if all

eM0*)_terms are Gaussian, the max-product and the sum-product
scheme are equivalent [83]. Therefore, the Kaiman filter can be used

to solve (5.77), not to be confused with the Kaiman filter of the E-step.
We can use Gaussian sum-product message passing and the standard

update rules given in table 4.1 for this purpose. Two different models

for fA are discussed in the following sections.

Constant parameter

The situation at hand is depicted in Fig. 5.12. In this case /a(0) is

uniform and drops out of the maximisation. The equality constraints
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{=] -S -I=r=

ht-i{6) \he(0) \\he+1(6)

Figure 5.12: Chain of equality nodes, which models a constant param¬

eter.

make sure, that every 9n for time n is in fact the same. Hence, (5.77)
reduces to

0 = argmax ( ^ he(0) J = argmax ( f[ eh^e) ) (5.78)

Example 5.9. (Mean estimation continued)
The /i-messages for the mean estimation problem are

eM"0 « jV(m | E[Xe],s) (5.79)

and the maximisation is therefore

n

m = argmax TTM(m \ E[Xz),s) (5.80)
m

e=i

n

= argminY^ (EpQ] — m) (5.81)
m

e=i

= lJZ^[Xe] (5.82)
n

e=i

The product in (5.80) can be computed by standard Gaussian equality
nodes with update rules from Table 4.1. D

Note that the maximisation need not be done at the very end (either
to the left or right of the graph of Fig. 5.12). When having computed
sum-product messages in both directions along every edge, the maximum

m is available on every edge as the mode of the total message at this edge.

Random walk model

The situation at hand is depicted in Fig. 5.13. The a priori function fA
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M JV M

(HM±M=}-~ÉM=M±}-

\ht-i{0) \ht{0) \ht+1(0)

Figure 5.13: A priori model for random walk.

is here
n

fA(9i,.. .,9n) = Y[N(9t-9£-i | 0,s) (5.83)
e=2

where s is the variance of the Gaussian random deviation between two

sucessive parameters. The maximisation is therefore

n

0i , 9n)T = argmax fA(0u ..., 0n) • JJ eh'^
Ol,...,9n \ £=l

n n

= argmax ]J f(9^u 0t) J] ^m
Ol,...fin \£=2 £=1

= argmax I TT e

dl,...fin \£=2

n ( (ee_1-ee)2\ n

1À ^""J.Tln
£=1

Mißt)

(5.84)

(5.85)

(5.86)

The term in brackets in (5.86) is a product of (scaled) Gaussian functions.

This is such a case where maximisation and integration leads to the same

result (cf. Appendix A.3). Hence, max-product and sum-product are

equivalent here. Consequently, the graph in Fig. 5.13 comprises only
Gaussian nodes of table Table 4.1.

5.6.6 Schedule

When choosing a specific schedule, as shown in Section 6.3.3, the result¬

ing algorithm resembles standard EM. One advantage of representing
EM as message passing is the freedom in choosing the schedule differ¬

ently from the standard processing. First simulations using a per-section
scheme showed somewhat faster convergence during the first five to ten

iterations. Afterwards, both schedules are comparable. The effects of

different schedules has to be analysed in further endeavours.
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5.6.7 Clustering

Computing the message passing EM update rule (5.63) for a node which

function is a Dirac delta function leads to a singularity problem. The

expectation of the log5(.) is again a delta function. Hence, the /i-message
leaving such a node expresses complete certainty about the parameter,
which is not what we want.

To circumvent the appearance of /i-messages which are delta functions

one may group different nodes and derive the EM update rule for this

combined node. The idea is to include nodes which have softer node

functions.

For example, in autoregression coefficient estimation (cf. Fig. 5.14)
the multiplication node has a node function which is a Dirac delta func¬

tion. Grouping the multiplication node with the node representing the

input noise and the addition node leads to a useful /i-message which is

shown in Table 5.5. A detailed derivation is given in Appendix E.

Ma)\

Xll

|a

a
M

43h
x2 ^>

,h(a)

Xi

a

â

a

X2

Figure 5.14: Factor graph of the state transition node for the autore¬

gressive model made by clustering.

Building even bigger clusters may also improve the convergence rate

of the message passing EM algorithm as proven in [38].

5.6.8 Table of EM update rules

In this section, the message passing EM update rule (5.63) is worked

out as in Example 5.7 for the most common nodes and groupings of

nodes. All /i-messages (or e^-messages) are collected in Table 5.5, the

corresponding derivations can be found in Appendix E.
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5.6.9 Local EM update rule

A mixture form of the sum-product rule (2.6) and the message passing
EM update rule (5.63) or (5.73) can be devised by integrating out some

of the hidden variables. Assume the set of hidden variables {X}n is par¬

titioned into two sets {X}m and {Z}p, N — M + P, where all variables

in the set {Z}p are integrated out by the sum-product algorithm and

the variables {X}m are "left over" to the message passing EM rule:

6

h{6)\

Xn :

Zy

— Zp
VZp^f(zp)

f(xi,...,xM,zi,...,zp,e)

Figure 5.15: Factor graph node for the local EM update rule.

Local EM update rule: ~~ -

h(9) = Ep[logg(Xi,...,XM,9)} (5.87)

/ ••• p(xi,...,xM\Oik))logg(x1,...,xM,0)dx (5.88)

where

g(xi,.. -,xm,0) = / ••" / f(xi,...,xM,zi,...,zP,9) •

Vz fIZl^f(zi) - • • llZp-*f(zp)

dzi--- dzP (5.89)

This alternative update rule is of special interest if the node is a

deterministic relation, i.e. if the node function /(.) is a Dirac delta

function. In this case, eh^ would also be a Dirac delta function, which

obviously makes no sense. Instead, one can incorporate one message by
computing (5.89) to eliminate the corresponding variable, such that g(.)
(and h(9), consequently) is a continuous function.

This alternative update rule (5.88) could not (so far) be justified in

the global view. Nevertheless, in the local view it is reasonable and
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simulations show comparable performance to the message passing EM

update rule. The following example show the application to the AR

coefficient estimation problem.

Example 5.10. (Scalar multiplication node)

a

Xi
a

h(a)

X2

Hx2^f(x2)
f(xi,X2,a) = 6(x2 -ax\)

Figure 5.16: Scalar multiplication node to demonstrate the application
of the local EM update rule.

The /i-message after (5.63) for the node depicted in Fig. 5.16 is

oo

h(°) = p(xi,x2\a^)\ogf(xi,x2,a)dx1dx2.
—oo

Here we apply (5.88) and (5.89) and integrate out x2. So with

oo

g(xi,a)= / f(x1,x2,a)ßx2->f(x2)dx2

(5.90)

(5.91)
-oo

oo

/ ô(x2 - axi)ßx2-+f(x2)dx2 (5.92)

-oo

= ßx2^f(axi)
= M(axi | m2,v2)

(5.93)

(5.94)

the /i-message becomes

oo

h'(a)= / p(xi\a^)\ogg(xi,a)dx-[
-oo

oo

= / p(xi\â^k))\ogiiX2-,f(axi)dxi
—oo

= C ~

2V (a2E[Xilâ(fc)l - îarn2E[Xi\àW]+mi)

(5.95)

(5.96)

(5.97)
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with

C = ~\og(2irv2) (5.98)

and in the exponential domain

^^(.^.Ml) (,99)

where the expectations are w.r.t. the distribution p(xi\â^). Compare
to (Table 5.5-7).

D

5.6.10 Message passing EM summary

The formulation of the EM algorithm as message passing on a factor

graph has some interesting implications:

• A local view onto the EM algorithm has been given. It is not

necessary to handle complicated equations for the whole model.

The problem is divided into simple and small units. The global
model is built by connecting these units into a graph. The EM

algorithm is then computed by passing messages along the edges
of this graph.

• A generic update rule for EM messages on a factor graph has

been given (5.63). Given the node function and the incoming sum-

product messages this rule leads to the message sent along the edges
modelling the parameters.

• A table of reusable building blocks has been given. This Ta¬

ble 5.5 was derived by applying the update rule (5.63) for nodes

often used in this thesis.

• The message passing EM fits well into the factor graph frame¬

work developed so far. Once a probabilistic problem is stated in

the factor graph language, different algorithms can be derived by
passing different messages along the edges of the graph. The EM

messages are an alternative among others.
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• There is much flexibility in choosing a schedule which opens

up the opportunity to develop different forms of the EM algorithm,
especially online estimation algorithms.

• It is also possible to combine with other message types. Either

the E-step as well as the M-step can apply different techniques
such as simulation based methods (particle filter, etc.) or gradient
methods (steepest descent, Newton, etc.).

•

•

Non-trivial a priori models for the parameters are possible. The

M-step amounts to the max-product algorithm on the graph for the

parameters, for Gaussian e^-messages this equals the Kaiman filter.

A local EM update rule has been devised. Although not glob¬
ally justified it leads to practical algorithms. It is also a possible
solution to use deterministic nodes in the EM algorithm.

5.7 Summary

This section summarises the most important contributions made in

Chapter 5. It proposes different techniques to move beyond Gaussian

models. Every presented technique can be expressed as message passing
on the corresponding factor graph. The proposed techniques are sum¬

marised in the following list:

In sum-product with tentative decision one or more input

messages are replaced by some hard estimates. This replacement
is made only temporary for computing one outgoing sum-product

message. The method of tentative decision is a generalisation of

the method of iterative conditional modes (ICM).

Sometimes non-Gaussian sum-product messages still belong to a

family of functions which can be described by a bounded set of pa¬

rameters, as is the case with inverted gamma messages, which

appear in variance estimation. Unfortunately, the application of

such messages is limited.
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• When looking for a maximum a posteriori estimation, it may be

possible to find sufficient statistics to described the approximated
mode of the posterior density. We could show that such an ap¬

proximation may also be computed by messages passing.

• The mode of a posterior density or of a likelihood function may

also be found by gradient methods. We have shown that passing
gradients as messages in the factor graph leads to gradient descend

or hill climbing methods.

• Another way to approximate messages which cannot be expressed
in closed form is to sample from it a couple of times. The resulting
list of samples represents the message. Passing such messages in

the factor graph leads to different forms of particle methods.

• A striking finding has been that the expectation maximisation

(EM) algorithm can also be expressed as message passing on

the factor graph. A messages passing EM update rule has been

given which allows to derive the EM algorithm by local message

updates. This new view onto EM has some interesting implications;
in addition, many things about the message passing EM remain to

be investigated.

All of the above mentioned methods lead to local message update rules

which are tabulated in the corresponding sections. The algorithm de¬

signer can simply apply those building blocks to build complex stochastic

models. The combination of different building blocks leads to completely
new types of algorithms.





Chapter 6

Complete Algorithms
and Simulation Results

In this chapter complete algorithms are formulated in detail in the factor

graph language. We treat four different examples of application: AR co¬

efficient estimation in Section 6.1, variance estimation in Section 6.2 and

the joint estimation of the coefficient and the variances of the autoregres¬
sive model in Section 6.3. We make use of all the techniques presented
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.

6.1 Coefficient Estimation

In Section 4.3 we showed how message passing on the factor graph of

a state-space model amounts to the classic Kaiman filter recursions. In

that case the AR coefficient vector a, and therefore the state-transition

matrix A, was known. Here, the coefficients are unknown. The factor

graph has to be extended to incorporate these (unknown) parameters by

adding additional edges to the graph. In the following subsections we

show different use cases of coefficient estimation which lead to different

types of algorithms.

87
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6.1.1 Coefficient estimation without

measurement noise (LPC)

In this section the estimation of the coefficients of the autoregressive
model without measurement noise (i.e. observation noise) is considered.

For the unknown coefficients in the state transition matrix A additional

edges are added to the graph (dashed lines in Fig. 6.1(a)). Because we

assume the coefficients to be constant from one section to the next, these

edges are connected via equality nodes across all sections. The messages

along the edges for the state (© to ©) are computed according to the

same scheme as in Section 4.3 but without the nodes representing the

observation noise. Because the state is directly observable the message

passing amounts to merely collecting the observations into the state vec¬

tor. Consequently, no iterations are necessary—forward-only processing
(cf. Section 3.2.1) suffices to obtain the exact posteriors.

© State estimate at time n—1:

Plfcn-l) =fJ(xn-l | Yn-1,0)

where yn_i = (yn-i, • • •, yn-M-i)T and M is the model order.

© State transition (Table 4.1-3):

ß2(.)=M(. | An_iyn_i,0)

Note that here the actual estimate an_i of the coefficients are used

to build the matrix A. This is reflected by the time index n — 1.

© Control input and forward matrix multiplication (Table 4.1-3):

/i3(.)=Af(.|0,4bbT)

© Adding input and state (Table 4.1-2):

//4(.) = M{ . | An_iyn_i,ofrbbT)

© Observation (Table 4.1-7):

lib(.)=N(. \yn,0)
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(c) Recursive estimator according to (6.7).

Figure 6.1: Auto-regression (AR) coefficient estimation. The basis is

the Kaiman filter with additional edges for the unknown

coefficients (a). Computing all messages in the forward

direction leads to a recursion, which can be formulated in

two different ways (b) and (c).
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© Update with information from new observation (Table 4.1-5):

ß6(.) =A/"(xn | yn,0)

yn = An_iyn_i + c (2/ra-cTAn_iyn_i)
= Syn-i+cyn (6.1)

The matrix S in (6.1) is the shift matrix, which has ones in its

subdiagonal and is zero elsewhere. The operation performed by
messages © to © is solely collecting the observations into the state

vector.

®

/i7(x„) =A/"(xn | m7,V7)

m7 =

cy.n

yn
V7 =

0

©

There is no information about some entries in the state vector; this

is reflected by the loo in the covariance matrix, which has co's in

its diagonal and is zero elsewhere.

Adding control input (Table 4.1-2):

fi8(.)=Af(.\m8,V8)

m8
yn

v« =
u
u

Loo

© Since the covariance matrix of message ® is zero, and only the first

entry of message © carries information, the following sum-product
update formula applies:

l_iQ(a) = <5(cTxn-aTxn_i)-
J J —oo

<5(xn_i-yn_i) A/"(cTxn | yn,<Tu) dxn_idxn

yn -a'yn_i

2ol
oc exp

ocexp||a-m9||w9

with mean and weight matrix

m9 =

V,n
yn-i

Wq =

|yn-i|

Yn-lYn-l

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)
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Hence, message © is a (multivariate) Gaussian:

/i9(a) = Afw(a. I m9,Wg)

Note that the inverse of Wg does not exist because Wg has rank

one only. The derivation of this update rule in general can be found

in Appendix B.3.

@ The update at the equality node is (Table 4.1-1):

A*io(an) = A/W(an | ân,WaJ

Wan = Wa^ + ^=^± (6.5)
au

àn = ân_i + -^-W^yn-i {yn-^n-iyn-i) (6.6)
au

This is generally implemented in the following form

ân = ân_i + Knyn_!e„ (6.7)

•fy" O-n.

X^n — o

en — yn ~ S-n-lYn-l

as depicted in Fig. 6.1(c).

Another form of this update looks like

ân = ân_! + K'ne'n (6.8)
ynyn-i

\\yn-i\

< =

Y^lk
~ â-i (6-9)

K^W-1^^ (6.10)
°l

which reveals the similarity to the Kaiman filter.

After the A^-th section the estimate of the coefficient vector is:

N \~1/N

aN = EWM EW^À (6-U)
\,n=l J \n=l

N \
-1

/ AT

= E yn-iyl-i E y--iyn (6.12)
^n=l / \n=l

,-1
= R^rjv (6.13)
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where Rjv is the (deterministic) correlation matrix and r^ the (deter¬
ministic) correlation vector. This is the classic least-squares solution for

the LPC (linear predictive coding) problem [54,90].

The dashed edges for the coefficient estimation in Fig. 6.1(a) are in

fact a degenerate version of the Kaiman filter structure (Fig. 4.1(a))
without input and dynamics. Additionally, because the state covariance

matrices are zero (messages ©, ©, @ and ©) and the covariance matrices

of messages © and © have a special structure, message passing simply
amounts to collecting the observations into the state vector.

So the graph could be redrawn as in Fig. 6.2 (cf. Section 4.4). We

learn two things from that representation. First, the graph has no loops,
therefore no iterations are needed to compute every posterior density ex¬

actly; forward-only message passing suffices. Second, the LPC recursion

is a degenerate form of Kaiman filtering, as has been shown previously
in [55,81,116].

A/"

&

©|

yl-i

Un
^

®t|^

©

yl

M
Un+lJ.

+

Vn+1

Figure 6.2: The coefficient estimation represented as Kaiman filter.

Past observations are collected into the vector yn_i. The

complete derivation of this representation is given in Sec¬

tion 4.4.

Simulation results for the LPC algorithm are shown in Fig. 6.3. The

plot shows the averaged mean squared estimation error versus the block

length. As is well known, the error decreases exponentially with increas¬

ing block length.
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Figure 6.3: Estimation error vs. block length for the LPC algorithm.

6.1.2 Coefficient estimation with measurement noise

In Section 6.1.1 an algorithm for coefficient estimation of clean autore¬

gressive (AR) signals has been derived. In this section we assume that

the AR signal is obscured by additive noise. Using the above mentioned

coefficient estimation method when the observations are obscured by
noise leads to wrong estimates of the AR coefficient vector. Classic ap¬

proaches [14,24,66,145] try to compensate the noise in different ways.

Here we estimate the clean state from which the coefficient vector is

derived together with the coefficients.

The factor graph for an autoregressive model with observation noise

is depicted in Fig. 6.4(a). Because the state is not directly observable, it

has to be estimated as well. This means, the graph does not degenerate

(as in Fig. 6.2), hence the cycles do not collapse. Because the graph
has cycles now, the right choice of the message update schedule comes

into play. Sticking to the forward-only scheme gives suboptimal results.

Through iterating the results are improved. The algorithm designer has

the freedom to trade off accuracy versus computational complexity by

choosing different message update schedules.

After the standard Kaiman filter update (messages © to © in

Fig. 6.4(a)) messages © to (Q) are computed as follows:

© Backward message from the last iteration. In the first iteration it

is a neutral Gaussian ßß(.) = A/"(. | 0,Ioo)-
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(a) Factor graph and messages.

(b) Recursive estimator.

Figure 6.4: Auto-regression (AR) coefficient estimation with noisy ob¬

servations. This graph (a) has cycles, so finding the right
schedule is not straight-forward. A forward-only scheme

leads to an recursive estimator (b) comprising two coupled
Kaiman filters.
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©

M7(xn) =AH Xn
Zn

0 0

0

Loo

© Input and forward matrix multiplication ((Table 4.1-7) and (Ta¬
ble 4.1-3)):

»*{•)= M\ :\ al 0

0 0

® Adding input (Table 4.1-2):

/i9(.)=A/-|
^n

0

olr + a2
'W

0

u
0

Loo

© Because of the special structure of the covariance matrix of fig the

node function can be set to J(cTxn—aTxn_i), i.e. the first element of

xn must equal the vector product aTxn_i for valid configurations1.
The node update is therefore:

/^io(a) = // ^(cTxn-aTxn_i)^(xn_1-xn_i)-
J J —oo

A/"(cTxn \zn,o2v + o21) dxn_idxn

oc exp
Zn a xn_i

'^w + ^u).
ocexpHa-miolIwi

10

(6.14)

(6.15)

with mean and weight matrix

mio
-n

Xn-1

Wio =

xn-i

Xn—lxn_i

(6.16)

(6.17)

The derivation of this update rule in general can be found in Ap¬
pendix B.3.

1Note, that this is only valid for the first iteration. For every further iteration,
this is an approximation, where the information from the rest of the elements of xn_i

is ignored
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(n) The update at the equality node is:

^11 (a«) = A/V(an I an,WaJ

Wan = Wa_ + ^§i (6.18)

W_1xn_i
ân = ân_iH 2an n2 (zn-ê?n_ikn-i) (6.19)

This is generally implemented in the following form:

ân = ân_i + Knxn_ien (6.20)
W:1

Kn =
aT

TU + °W

en — Zn an_^Xn_i.

Another form of this update looks like

-
. -wj—1 xn—lxn_i / ZnXn-l

with

= ân_! + K'nen (6.21)

e»=^^p-^-1
(6-22)

Ki = W-'|=gi. (6.23)

The resulting recursive estimator is depicted in Fig. 6.4(b). It comprises
two coupled Kaiman filters, one for the state estimation and the other

for the coefficient estimation. This is again only valid for a forward-only
schedule.

When iterating, messages © to © contain information from future

observations. Thus, their covariance matrix has no more such a special
structure. Despite that, message @ is computed the same way as before,
which is now an approximation. This approximation is reasonable be¬

cause in the steady state the covariances of the state are usually small

(cf. Section 5.1).

Simulation results for the coefficient estimation algorithm are shown

in Fig. 6.5. In the case of noisy observations the standard LPC algorithm
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fails. The dashed lines in Fig. 6.5 in the plot to the left are the estimation

errors for three different noise levels for the LPC algorithm. The solid

lines represent the estimation errors of the proposed coefficient estimation

algorithm.

io-1

LU
,

«10

IO'3

'"io2 103 104 '"io2 103 104
block length block length

Figure 6.5: Coefficient estimation with noisy observations. Noise lev¬

els o^ = 0.1/0.01/0.001 and innovation variance afj — 0.1.

Left: Forward-only processing (dashed lines: standard LPC

algorithm); Right: 3 iterations. The line with markers rep¬

resents the noise-free case (a^ = 0).

For the left-hand plot only the forward messages (i.e. no iterations)
were computed, whereas for the right-hand plot three iterations were

computed. Further iterations yield only insignificant further improve¬
ments. The noise-free case acts as a benchmark and is shown in Fig. 6.5

as line with markers.

In conclusion, the new algorithm for coefficient estimation is able to

compensate the noise, even in forward-only processing.

6.1.3 RLS adaptive filter

In this section the estimation of the coefficients of an FIR filter is con¬

sidered. In Section 4.5 the RLS adaptive filter has been derived from

scratch. Here, in contrast, we start from our state-space model view

and add edges for the unknown coefficient vector to our graph. As will

become obvious, this approach leads to the same result, which empha¬
sises the versatility of the factor graph respresentation of the state-space
model.
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Adaptive filters usually are of the FIR-type (finite impulse response).
The FIR filter corresponds to the moving-average process in statistics.

In state-space form it is defined as [55,81,116]:

with

xn = Sxn_i + bun

yn — a xn

Zn=yn+ Wn

0 0

1 0

a= [ai,...,aM]T
b = [1 0... 0]T.

(6.24)

(6.25)

(6.26)

(6.27)

(6.28)

(6.29)

Where S is just a shifting matrix and a are the unknown coefficients.

The corresponding factor graph is depicted in Fig. 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Factor graph for an adaptive FIR filter.

The messages in Fig. 6.6 are computed as follows:

© State at time n—1:

^i(xn_i) = Af(xn_i | un_i,0)
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© State transition (Table 4.1-3):

/i2(.)=A/-(.|Sun-i,0)

© (Table 4.1-3):

fi3(.)=Af(.\bun,0)

@ Adding input and state (Table 4.1-2):

/i4(0 = A/"( • | Sun_! + bun, 0)

© Observation with noise (Table 4.1-7):

© The update with information from new observation (Table 4.1-5)
is degenerate:

ße(-) =A/"(xn | u„,0)

un = Sun_i + bun (6.30)

This operation is just shifting the vector un_i one element down

and setting un as its first element.

© Here, the covariance matrix of message © is zero. That means, we

are completely certain about un (the vector of input values). Con¬

sequently, the multiplication node reduces to the standard back¬

ward matrix multiplication (Table 4.1-4) where the value of the

fixed matrix is un.

//7(a) =A/V(a| m7,W7)

m? = irV» W7 =^ (6.31)
l|Un|| °W

© The update at the equality node is (Table 4.1-1):

ân = ân_i + -2-W^u« (zn - â^u«) (6.32)
Gw

W„„ = Wan_, +^ (6.33)
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Because of the equivalence of the coefficient estimation recursion and

the Kaiman filter (Section 4.3.1), the coefficient update formulas (6.32)-
(6.33) can be represented in different ways, e.g. by using the covariance

matrix or the weight matrix to represent Gaussian messages.

The coefficient update formulas using the covariance matrix Van in¬

stead of its inverse Wan look like

ân = ân_i + knen (6.34)

Van = (I - knUn") Va^ (6.35)

en = zn - aJ.iUn (6.36)

k" =
2 ^XUn (6-3?)

Multiplying the covariance matrix by a forgetting factor À leads to

the weighted RLS:

an — an_i + knen (6.38)

Van = A"1 (I - knuTn) Va^ (6.39)

^n == zn an_jUn (6.40)

k _

A-^a^Un
(6.41)

4 + A_luïVa^iUn

This is the standard form of the RLS adaptive filter algorithm [54].

Similar to the alternative factor graph for LPC in Section 4.4 we can

redraw the graph given in Fig. 6.6 as shown in Fig. 6.7 (cf. Section 4.5).

6.1.4 LMS adaptive filter

Updating the full covariance matrix can be costly in high dimensions, so

one can apply gradient descent to find the (maximum a posteriori) esti¬

mate. Gradient methods fit naturally into the factor graph framework,
because the log-derivative of a factored function equals the sum of the

log-derivatives of the individual factors. These individual derivatives and

sums can be computed by message passing along the corresponding edges
in the graph. An introduction to this technique is given in Section 5.4,
for further details refer to [23,85].
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Figure 6.7: The RLS algorithm represented as Kaiman filter. Past in¬

puts are collected into the vector un.

The factor graph (Fig. 6.6) and messages © to © are the same as in

Section 6.1.3.

© Instead of computing the message in closed form, compute its gra¬

dient at the given estimate ân_i:

log/i7(a) = -l(a - â)TWa(a - a) + C

Vlog/z7(a) = -Wa(a-â)

unuj
a —

Z/nUn

'W
u

n\

Vlog//7(a)|a=
u
n

;an_i a
w

(yn - âj_iu„)

where ^ is an appropriate scaling factor.

© Update of the coefficients with step-size A:

ân = ân_i + A V log ß7 (a) I

= ân_i + A' unen

6n — yn ~ an-1Un

(6.42)

(6.43)

(6.44)

(6.45)

(6.46)

(6.47)

This is the standard form of the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm [54].
Note that the topology of the graphs for the RLS (Section 6.1.3) and the

LMS adaptive filter algorithm is the same. They differ only in the way

how the messages are computed. This unified view of different signal
processing algorithms make factor graphs a very powerful tool.
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6.2 Variance Estimation

So far, the variances of the input and observation noise of the AR model

were assumed to be known. In this section some approaches to estimate

the variance of the input noise, in case of known coefficients, are shown.

In the scope of variance estimation we point out the problems arising
when messages are non-Gaussian and use some of the remedies proposed
in Chapter 5.

Classic variance estimation techniques for the Kaiman filter can be

found in [8,97,98].

6.2.1 Variance estimation

without measurement noise

Here we want to estimate the variance a2; of the input noise sequence

of the AR model when the variance of the observation noise is zero,

&\v = 0. The transition matrix A is assumed to be fixed and known.

A single section of the corresponding FFG is shown in Fig. 6.8(a). The

A/"-node with two edges represents a Gaussian density with unknown

variance: the corresponding factor is J\f(un | 0,cr^) where afj is itself

a random variable in that case. The messages along the dotted edges
are non-Gaussian; the update rules for these messages are derived in

Section 5.2.

First, messages © to © in Fig. 6.8(a) are computed as in Section 4.3

(Kaiman filter). The innovation variance afj is set to the latest estimate

au
_

• Second, given the observation yn, the messages for the variance

estimation are:

© (Table 4.1-1)

/z7(xn) =AM xn cyn,
0 0

0 loo

© (Table 4.1-2)

MO =-A/*( • I cî/n-Ayn_!,V8)
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Figure 6.8: Variance estimation of the input noise sequence of the

AR model. Because the graph (a) is again degenerate a

forward-only message update schedule suffices to gain a re¬

cursive estimator (b).
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where yn_i = (yn-i,..., yn-p) and

V« = V2 +
0 0

0 I
oo

© Estimation of the input un (Table 4.1-4):

ß9(un) =N(un I un,0)

(cyn-Ayn_i)Un =

bl2

= 2/n-a yn-i

(6.48)

(6.49)

(6.50)

Applying the node update equation (2.6):

/oo N(un | 0,a2) ô(un-ùn)dun
-oo
— oo

1 / <S\

v2it(j

oc Ig ( a

2
eXP \T2^)

2' 2 )

(6.51)

(6.52)

where Ig stands for an inverted gamma distribution with parame¬

ters a and ß (cf. Appendix A. 1.2).

@ Because the inverted gamma distribution is closed under multipli¬

cation, computing this message is a mere update of the a's and /?'s

(Table 5.2):

/*ii(o-n)ocIg o"n

1 û;
Oin-l + ^,ßn-i + -y (6.53)

Repeated application of (6.53) gives after N sections:

1 / En=l
Ur

n(aN) oc exp

NiV u2

/n=l "n

2c*(2^)^/2

n=l /

(6.54)
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The mean of the message for the variance, which corresponds to the

MMSE estimate, at time JV is

sh = ek] =^£<S =^£ (*--»Ty-02 (e-ss)
n=l n=l

The updated estimate (6.55) can be computed iteratively:

ra-4
(6.56)

which is a scalar Kaiman filter for the variance having ûn as input and

whose block diagram is given in Fig. 6.8(b). The factor l/(n — 4) results

from the (implicitly) used prior Ig (a2 \ — 1,0), which is a non-informative

prior over 0+ to oo.

Instead of taking the mean one could compute the mode of message

(y) which corresponds to the maximum a posteriori estimate.

1
N

1
N

&% = argmaxfi(a%) = -^J2ûn = wYl Û/n-aTyn-i) (6.57)
aN n=l n=l

which differs from the MMSE estimate only in the factor 1/N (cf. Ap¬
pendix D).

The algorithm of Fig. 6.8(a) was used as a benchmark for variance

estimation in general. Since the graph has no cycles and every message

is exact, the results are exact minimum mean squared error (MMSE)
estimates. Fig. 6.9 shows the averaged mean squared estimation errors

as a function of the block length.

These estimation errors provide a lower bound on the estimation er¬

rors for the joint coefficient/variance estimation cases.

6.2.2 Variance estimation with measurement noise

Here we consider the case where we want to estimate the variance of the

input noise sequence of the AR model when observation noise is present.
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10
block length

Figure 6.9: Estimation error vs. block length for the variance estima¬

tion algorithm for a variance of cr^ = 0.1.

In Section 6.2.1 the state was directly observable. Here, the observations

are obscured by additive noise such that the state has to be estimated

as well. The corresponding factor graph is depicted in Fig. 6.10.

Messages © to © are the same as in Section 4.3 (Kaiman filter) except
that for the innovation variance a2T the actual estimate â?T is used. The'u

messages for the variance re-estimation are:

f/n-l

© (Table 4.1-1)

© (Table 4.1-2)

A*io(0 =A/"( . | cyn,Vi0)

V10 =
Jw

0

0

Loo

Mn(-) =N( • I c?/n-Ayn_i,Vii)
Vn=Vio + AV ..—.rAT

XJ- 1U

n—l|n—1

© Estimation of the input u
n-

ß!2(un) =N(un | Un,VUn)

ûn = Z/n-aTyn_i

vUn = (yv^b)
where yn-i = (yn-i, • • •, yn-p)T-

-l
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Figure 6.10: Factor graph for variance estimation of the input noise se¬

quence of the AR model when observation noise is present.

© Applying the node update equation (2.6):

/oo M(un | 0, a2) M(un | ûn, VUn) dun
-oo

1 ( ul \
exp

VM^Tv^j 2(*2 + KJ.

oclg [a2+VUr
r,21 Ü.

2' 2

n

(6.58)

where Ig denotes an inverted gamma distribution; it is shifted by
the amount of VUn (confer Appendix A.1.2).

@ Here we run into troubles, because the shifted inverted gamma dis¬

tribution is not closed under multiplication anymore. Combining
shifted versions of the inverted gamma distribution at the equality-
nodes leads to a combinatorial explosion. After N slices the mes¬

sage would look like
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1
N

1

expHSÄ:) (6-59)

In [124] such densities are called non-reproducing. Possible solu¬

tions are to find an approximation to (6.59) which is closed under

multiplication (Section 6.3.2) or apply stochastic simulation meth¬

ods, such as particle techniques (Section 6.3.1).

6.3 Joint Coefficient/Variance Estimation

In the foregoing sections algorithms have been derived for state estima¬

tion Section 4.3, coefficient estimation Section 6.1 and variance estima¬

tion Section 6.2. In this section we solve the joint estimation problem
of the AR model specified in Section 3.2 by combining techniques ap¬

plied in the former sections. This is simply done by constructing the

corresponding graph and applying the messages already derived.

6.3.1 Particle filter

Fig. 6.11 shows the factor graph together with the messages of the for¬

ward pass of the update schedule used, Fig. 6.12 the backward sweep,

which is only used for the iterative algorithm.

First, the state estimate is updated (messages ©-©), then the esti¬

mates of the parameters (messages ©-© for the coefficients a, messages

@-@ for the input noise variance afj and messages ©-© for the obser¬

vation noise variance a^). After computing those messages for section

n the algorithm proceeds with section n+l until the end of the block is

reached.

Then the same is carried out backwards. Messages ©-@ for the state

estimate, messages @-@ for the coefficient estimate, messages @)-@ for

the input noise variance and messages @-@ for the observation noise

variance.
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Figure 6.11: Factor graph for joint state/parameter estimation with

messages for the forward pass.

Note that the forward messages already exist, so the estimation of

the parameters during the backward pass is already based on smoothed

estimates of the state and vice versa.

One strength of the factor graph approach is that different techniques
can be used as building blocks to construct more sophisticated estimation

algorithms. In our example, we may combine any of the mentioned algo¬
rithms for coefficient and variance estimation (e.g. Gradient techniques,
approximated mode, particle filter).

Using a forward-only schedule clearly leads to suboptimal estimates.

But as shown in the following such a schedule is often good enough and

further iterations yield only insignificant further improvements.

Estimation errors for the coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.13(a), for

the input noise variance in Fig. 6.13(b) and for the observation noise

variance in Fig. 6.13(c). Again, the lines with markers in Fig. 6.13(a)
and Fig. 6.13(b) indicate the estimation errors for the noise-free case.
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Figure 6.12: Factor graph for joint state/parameter estimation of the

AR model with messages for the backward pass.

The results for forward-only processing are shown on the left-hand side,
and after 3 iterations on the right-hand side. A number of 50 particles
and shrinking was used to alleviate the effects for constant parameter
estimation mentioned in Section 5.5.

As is obvious from Fig. 6.13, the performance of forward-only message

passing is nearly as good as the performance of the iterative algorithm.
This is surprising because messages © and © flowing into the Gaussian

noise nodes are exactly the same if both the messages for g\j and uj^
are initialised the same way. The symmetry breaks only when at least

one full iteration is computed or both variances are initialised differently.
The problem with the symmetry in joint estimation of cr^ and a^r with

forward-only messages passing is detailed in Appendix C. For the particle
filter algorithms we used different initial particle lists for g\j and a^y.

If the ranges of the (constant) parameters are known in advance, it is

worth to look at the grid based algorithm. Here, the particles are fixed

at their original positions. The results for this approach are shown in
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(a) Coefficient estimation errors.
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Figure 6.13: Joint coefficient/noise estimation with particle based al¬

gorithm. Noise levels g2^ — 0.1/0.01/0.001 and innova¬

tion variance g\j = 0.1. Left: Forward-only processing;

Right: 3 iterations. The line with markers represents the

noise-free case (g2^ = 0).
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Fig. 6.14. A number of 50 particles were used in equidistant positions
from zero to four times the true parameter value.

6.3.2 Approximated mode

The factor graph for this problem is given in Fig. 3.1. Estimation errors

for the coefficients are shown in Fig. 6.15(a), for the input noise variance

in Fig. 6.15(b) and for the observation noise variance in Fig. 6.15(c). In

the left-hand column are the results for the forward-only processing and

in the right-hand column the results are shown after five iterations.

The estimation errors in the case of forward-only processing are very

bad. This indicates that the estimation of the variances (which are based

on the approximated mode) is sensitive to errors in the state estimate.

Consequently, when allowing the algorithm to reestimate the parameters
based on new estimates of the states, the results are much better. The

right-hand column of Fig. 6.15 shows the estimation errors after five

iterations.

A drawback of this approach to variance estimation is the numerical

instability. Sometimes (in one out of approx. hundred cases), the actual

estimate of the variance becomes negative. In this case, it is set to a

small positive constant, which clearly spoils the whole estimation result.

A possible solution would be to compute one iteration more or stop one

iteration earlier. For the plots in Fig. 6.15 these cases were sorted out

by a simple threshold detection algorithm.

In addition, the bumpy curves in Fig. 6.15 indicate, that the estima¬

tion errors are highly scattered. In some simulations very good results

are obtained, whereas in other simulations higher estimation errors may

result.

6.3.3 Message passing EM

In this section a completely worked out example of using the message

passing EM algorithm is presented. We consider the autoregressive model

with unknown coefficients and unknown variances. One section of the

factor graph of this model is depicted in Fig. 6.16.
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Figure 6.14: Joint coefficient/noise estimation with grid based algo¬
rithm. Noise levels g^ = 0.1/0.01/0.001 and innovation

variance g\j = 0.1. Left: Forward-only processing; Right:
3 iterations. The line with markers represents the noise-

free case (gIy = 0).
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(a) Coefficient estimation errors.
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(c) Noise variance estimation errors.

Figure 6.15: Joint coefficient/noise estimation with the technique of

approximated mode. Noise levels g2^ — 0.1/0.01/0.001
and innovation variance afj = 0.1. Left-hand: Forward-

only processing; Right-hand: 5 iterations. The line with

markers represents the noise-free case (<j^ = 0).
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For the E-step (Fig. 6.16 left), messages © to © comprise the forward

sweep and messages ©to © the backward sweep. Messages © to © are

computed for one section followed by the section to the right and so

on. This leads to the standard Kaiman filter formulas given the actual

parameter estimates a^ for the coefficients and (g^)^ and (g^)^
for the input and noise variance, respectively (cf. Section 4.3.1). In the

backward sweep, messages © to © are computed in the same manner,

but from right to left. The forward and the backward sweep constitute

the Kaiman smoother.

The M-step re-estimates the parameters a, Gy and g2^ and proceeds
as follows. It is again separated into a forward and backward sweep. The

forward sweep consists of messages © to © (Fig. 6.16 right):

© e^-message (Table 5.5-11):

eh^ <xÄfw(8L | mi4,Wi4) (6.60)

with

m14 = EiX^X^r^fX^xW] W14 = E[Xn-12X-l]
Gu

(6.61)
where the subscript 14 denotes the message number.

© Gaussian equality node (Table 4.1-1):

e^ocA/V(an|ân,WaJ (6-62)

with

ân = (Wan_x + W14)-1(Wan_1an_1 + W14m14) (6.63)

Wa„ = Wan_x + Wi4 (6.64)

© (Table 5.5-11):

Mai)

„ Tff
(2 1 E[(Xn - AXn_1)T(Xn - ÂXn-!)]

'

e UJ
oc lg

I gjj --,

(6.65)
With the special structure of A this can be simplified to:

e^)ocIg(4|a16,/?i6) (6.66)
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with

ai6 = -1/2 (6.67)

o
EK] - 2âTE[Xn_1Xn] + àTE\Xn.1Xn\.1]k

Pie =

g
t6'68)

where Xn is the first element of the vector Xn.

@ equ-node for inverted gamma messages (Table 5.2):

eh<^»>ocIg(<#Jan,/?n) (6.69)

with an and ßn computed according to Table 5.2:

an = Oin-i + 1/2 (6.70)

ßn = ßn-1 + /?16 (6-71)

© (Table 5.5-3): Like message ©, but for g^.

© equ-node for Ig: Like message ©, but for g^.

And the backward sweep consists of messages © to @:

@ (Table 4.1-1)

® Ig: Like message ©.

© Ig: Like message ©.

© This message is the combination of the forward and backward mes¬

sages (Table 4.1-1). The new estimate â is the mode of the total

message at this edge.

â = (E ElXn-iX^j) (Jt E[Xn_xxW] j (6.72)

where

[illE[X0Xj] = 0 E[X0Xi1J] = 0. (6.73)
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@ Combination of forward and backward messages (Table 5.2). The

new estimate âfj is the mode of the total message at this edge.

n=l

N

eh^^=Ig(Gl\atot,ßtot) (6.74)

N

j

n/„
=

-

2
«tot = JV- 1 + ]Ta„

=

T
- 1 (6.75)

Aot = E#* (6.76)
n=l

1
N

=
ö E (EK] - 2aTE[Xn_1Xn] + âTE[XTV.1XX.1]â) (6.77)
Z
n=l

-2
=
_Aot_

(6 7g)U

«tot + 1

1
^

=

]v E (EtX'] " 2âTE[Xn_!Xn] + àTE[Xn-iXTn_i]à) (6.79)
n=l

@ Computed like message ® but for g^.

For the EM messages ©, © and © the expectations E[X^], E[Xn_iA"n]
and E[Xn_iX^_1] are needed. The correlations E[X2] and E[Xn_iX^_1]
can simply be read off the (total) sum-product messages of the E-step.
The cross-correlation E[Xn_iXn] is somewhat trickier to compute, since

it involves variables on two different edges. The simplest way to compute
this cross-correlation is to augment the state-space by one dimension, so

that Xn and Xn-i appear on the same edge. A different alternative is

to explicitely compute those expectations in the node, which is shown in

detail in Appendix E.6.

The resulting estimation errors are shown in Fig. 6.17(a) for the coef¬

ficients, in Fig. 6.17(b) for the input noise variance and in Fig. 6.17(c) for

the observation noise variance. The plots in the left-hand column show

the results after 20 iterations, whereas the right-hand column shows the

results after 40 iterations.

The dashed line in the top right plot represents the estimation errors

of the coefficients for the high noise situation (g^ = 0.1) after 100 it¬

erations. Since this number of iterations is prohibitively large, only this

one case has been computed.
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Figure 6.17: Joint coefficient/noise estimation with EM. Noise levels

aw — 0.1/0.01/0.001 and innovation variance g\j = 0.1.

Left: 20 iterations, Right: 40 iterations (dashed line 100

iterations). The line with markers represents the noise-

free case (g^y = 0).
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An obvious disadvantage of the EM algorithm is that many itera¬

tions are needed to get satisfactory results. This is especially true if

the likelihood surface is flat near the optimum, i.e. in high noise situ¬

ations. Another point is that the EM algorithm converges to the next

local optimum, so it can get trapped in a bad solution, globally seen.

Consequently, a good choice of initial values is vital.

6.4 Summary

•

•

•

Using the factor graph language developed in the foregoing chap¬
ters a couple of estimation algorithms have been developed. The

autoregressive model has been used as a common basis.

A first assumption has been that the input noise variance and the

observation noise variance are known and the coefficients of the AR

model have to be estimated. When there is no observation noise

present at all, the resulting algorithm resembles the classic linear

predictive coding (LPC) algorithm. The LPC algorithm fails in the

noisy case. The iterative algorithm we proposed compensates the

spoiling effect of the observation noise.

The recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive filter and the least mean

squares (LMS) adaptive filter have been treated. They may also

be derived from the factor graph representation of the state-space
model.

A special difficulty in variance estimation is the appearance of non-

Gaussian messages. With no observation noise it is possible to com¬

pute the messages, which are inverted gamma functions, exactly.
If there is observation noise present in the AR model, we have to

resort to approximative techniques.

The joint estimation problem, where the coefficients as well as

the variances of the AR model have to be estimated, has been

approached by the particle method and the message passing EM

method.

In conclusion, in this chapter we demonstrated the application of

the factor graph approach to signal modelling and estimation by
means of different estimation tasks in the autoregressive model.



Chapter 7

Overall Conclusions and

Outlook

7.1 Summary

This thesis is about a graphical approach to model-based signal process¬

ing. In model-based signal processing signals and systems are defined by
stochastic equations. Given such a description of the system/signal at

hand and some observations, the aim of system identification and filter¬

ing is to determine the 'best' (e.g. most probable) system/signal out of

the class of systems/signals modelled.

With our approach it is possible to use more complex models than

has been possible so far. For existing models only specialised estimation

algorithms have been available. Hidden Markov models (finite state-

space) are used with the Baum-Welch algorithm or the Viterbi algorithm,
continuous state-space models with Kaiman filter type algorithms, for

instance. We adapt and extend the framework of factor graphs to be

able to model more complex models and to derive estimation algorithms

(filtering, denoising, parameter estimation, etc.) for such models.

A factor graph consists of nodes and edges and represents a factorisa¬

tion of a function of many variables, where edges correspond to variables

121
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and nodes correspond to relations between variables (the factors of the

function represented by the graph). Inference about the value of an un¬

known variable is carried out by passing messages along the edges of the

graph.

The aim of this thesis is threefold. First, we show that it is possible
to systematically derive classic model-based signal processing algorithms
within the framework of factor graphs. Second, once classic algorithms
are stated in the factor graph language, they can easily be combined for

models with many unknown parameters; and third, we show that factor

graphs provide a framework for the systematic development of completely
new algorithms.

All developments in this thesis are demonstrated by means of the

autoregressive (AR) model. The parameters of the AR model, the coeffi¬

cient vector, the input noise variance and the observation noise variance,
are either known or unknown. The factor graph of the AR model is

detailed in Chapter 3.

Kaiman filtering algorithms, the linear predictive coding algorithm
and the recursive least squares adaptive filter algorithm can be derived

from factor graph models where every variable is Gaussian. In that case

update rules for the messages sent along the edges of the graph take on

a simple form. In addition, as has been shown in [83], reusable linear

building blocks are defined (Chapter 4).

We propose several techniques to handle models where messages can¬

not be represented by Gaussian functions. Sometimes making a tentative

decision about the value of one variable renders the relevant message

Gaussian (Section 5.1); in other cases it may be possible to represent
the non-Gaussian message by a finite set of parameters (Section 5.2),
etc. Gradient methods as well as particle methods can also be incorpo¬
rated into the factor graph framework. The messages comprise therefore

gradients or lists of samples of the exact message function.

The expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm has been the main

competitor to message passing algorithms for parameter estimation. In

this thesis, we show that the EM algorithm can itself be viewed as mes¬

sage passing on factor graphs (Section 5.6). We devise a message passing
EM update rule, similar to the sum-product update rule. So it is easy

to derive an EM based parameter estimation algorithm once the model
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is stated in the factor graph notation.

Variants of the classic expectation maximisation algorithm can be

created by altering the message update schedule, which may result in

faster convergence. Additionally, a local EM update rule is devised.

This local update rule implements a mixture form of the sum-product
and message passing EM update rule, with the advantage that it neglects
less information than the classic EM update rule.

In many simulations it is shown that the algorithms based on message

passing on the factor graph work well. Different techniques have been

compared to demonstrate the advantages and disadvantages of every ap¬

proach.

7.2 Future work

In this last section some thoughts are sketched about how the work pre¬

sented in this thesis could be continued. They can roughly be classified

into three lines.

Factor graph tools and theory:

• Different representations for Gaussian messages. In Section 4.1 it

has been mentioned that Gaussian messages can be represented in

many different ways. The effects of different representations on the

performance or complexity of the resulting algorithm should be

further analysed. Also the technique of structured messages [21]
can be applied in the context of Gaussian models.

• Particle messages in the context of loopy graphs. Particle filters are

well studied in the context of online estimation (i.e. forward-only
processing in our terminology). A completely new situation arises

when the graph has cycles and particle messages are recomputed.
New ways of dealing with this situation have to be developed.

• Local EM update rule. A new kind of EM update rule has been

proposed based on a mixture of ideas from sum-product and EM.

Its operability has been shown in a few simulations only. Further

analysis has to be carried out to show possible advantages of this

new scheme.
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Modelling issues:

• Real-time implementation. Some of the presented algorithms in this

thesis are suited for real-time operation. This should consequently
be utilised in a real-time version.

• Sophisticated speech models. There are many extensions to the

basic AR model around, especially in the speech coding and speech

recognition literature. For example, typical AR coefficient vectors

of speech signals are not equally distributed but can be clustered

into different regions. This can be utilised by vector-quantisation
of the AR coefficient vector.

Voiced/unvoiced segments of speech could be distinguished and

treated differently. For voiced segments a harmonic excitation may

be applied, etc.

• Noise models. So far, noise was treated only as 'everything that

is not speech'. If the character of the perturbing noise is known,
better noise models may be incorporated.

New applications:

• Classification. The factor graph can in principle be used to per¬

form classification. Different ways are conceivable. For example,
the factor graph can represent the likelihood function used by the

classifier. A problem arises in loopy graphs, because the likeli¬

hood is scaled by an unknown factor. The scaling factor may

be computed (at least approximately) by free-energy based ap¬

proaches [89,143,144].

• Machine Learning. The connections between parameter estimation

and machine learning are manifold. Many machine learning algo¬
rithms can be represented as message passing on a factor graph.
On the other hand, learning methods could be applied to learn an

unknown node function.



Appendix A

Mathematical

Background Material

A.l Some Distributions

A. 1.1 The Gauss distribution

A continuous random quantity X has a Gauss distribution (or normal

distribution) with parameters m and v (m, v E R, v > 0) if its density
function J\f(x \ m, v) is

.//i x
1 ( (x

—
m)2\

m
..

„.

Mix \m, v) = —== exp
-^—-—'—

x E R. (A.l)
V2 y\2v)

The mean and mode are E[X] = M[X] = m and the variance is V[X] = v.

Alternatively, J\f(x \ m,v) is denoted by Mw(x \ m,w), where w = v~l

is called the precision.

In the vector case the normal distribution is defined as follows:

AM* | m,W) = J^exp (-i(x-m)TW(x-m)) xef

(A.2)
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and if V = W_1 exists as

A/7x I m, V) = ,

1

exp (-i(x-m)TV-1(x-m) ) x E Rn

(A.3)

The matrix W is also the negative Hessian matrix (i.e. the second

derivative, or curvature) of logA/"(x | m, W) at the mean m:

Wtj = -^^- logAT(x | m, W) | (A.4)
x=m

The higher the certainty about the random variable x, the peakier the

distribution, the higher the curvature, the larger the entries in W. There¬

fore, the matrix W is also called weight matrix or information matrix.

A.1.2 The inverted gamma distribution

A continuous random quantity X has an inverted-gamma distribution

with parameters a and ß (a, ß E R) if its density function Ig (a; | a, ß) is

Ig (x \a,ß) = J^x-(a+1)e-* x>0 (A.5)
F(a)

The mean, variance and mode of the distribution are

E[X] = -Ç-j a > 1 (A.6)

V^ =

(a-ma-2)
* > 2 ^

A.2 The Matrix Inversion Lemma

This identity is useful because it shows how a matrix changes if some¬

thing is added to its inverse. It is variously called the Matrix Inversion

Lemma, Sherman-Morrison formula or Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury
formula [13].
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-l

(A'1 + VC~1VT) =A-AV(C + VTAV)~1VTA (A.9)

This formula is especially important when v is a vector and c a scalar.

In that case (A.9) becomes

/ ,_i vvT\
t

Aw1A
., _.

[A1 + =A =--. (A.10V c J c + v^Av
y J

A.3 Integrating Gaussian Densities

Let q(x, y) be a quadratic form with the following partitioning

with W\\ positive definite and symmetric and W\2 = Wji- Then

oo

/.-*-)*««--—.) (A.12)

oo

= maxe-9(x'y) (A.13)
X

Proof:

Reordering the terms of the quadratic form q(x, y) and expanding it with

-minxq(x,y):

q(x,y) = xTWnx - 2xT (Wnmx -W12y + W12mY) +k(y) (A. 14)
v

v
"

Vl^ii m

= xTWnx — 2xTWnm + k(y) — minq(x,y) + mmq(x,y) (A.15)
X X

where k(y) covers every term of q(x, y) that does not depend on x. With

minq(x, y) = k(y) — mTWnm (A.16)
X

the quadratic form becomes

q(x, y) = xTWnx — 2xTWum + mJWnm + min q(x, y) (A.17)
X

— (x— m)TWn(x— m) + mm q(x,y) (A. 18)
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Hence, the integral becomes

oo oo

Je^y)dx=e-^qM.Je-^w^)dx (A,9)

—oo —oo

^g-min^Cx.y) (A<2q)
= maxe-g(:c'y) (A.21)



Appendix B

Derivation of some

Message Update Rules

B.l Gradient Message Update Rules

In this section the proof of the gradient node update rule of Section 5.4

is given. Suppose we have the trivial factorisation

f(0) = fA(e)-fB(ô) (B.i)

and want to find

9 = argmax f(9) (B.2)
e

by solving

Vlog/(0)i=O. (B.3)

(B.3) by the product rule splits into two separate terms

Vlog(/A(0)/B(0)) = Vlog/A(0) + Vlog/B(0). (B.4)

This proofs the equality node update rule in Table 5.3. The gradient can

then be used to find the general estimate 9 by iteration

^+D=^) + Avlog/W|^(fc) (B.5)
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where A is a step-size parameter.

This procedure can be performed by message passing on the factor

graph. The corresponding graph is depicted in Fig. B.l. The nodes /^

öJ|Vlog/A + Vlog/ß

vlog/A/^Wlos/ß
Ia fß

Figure B.l: Factor graph node for the generic gradient descend.

and fß may replace subgraphs attached at the corresponding position.

First, an initial estimate 9 is distributed to every node depending on

that parameter. Every node responds by sending the message Vlog/(#)
at the current estimate 9:

V\ogf(9) = Ve\ogf(9)\e=è (B.6)

e.g. the node /a replies with Vlog/^(ö) and the node fß replies with

V log fß (9). The nodes fA and fß may also depend on some other vari¬

ables X. Those variables X are integrated out by the sum-product rule

(2.6). The gradient messages becomes therefore

Vlog/(0) = Völog f f(x,9)iix-^f(x)dx . (B.7)
J 6=8

The integral on the right hand side is just the standard sum-product

message leaving the node along edge 9. So (B.7) can be written in terms

of this outgoing message:

Vlog/(0) = Ve\ogßf^e(9)\0^ (B.8)

This proofs (5.31) and (5.32).
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B.2 Particle Message Update Rules

In this section, the particle message update rules of Table 5.4 shall be

proven. We refer to the situation depicted in Fig. B.2. Message /ii is

Oi ^^
m(07) /x2(02)

fix, 6)

X \nx^f(x)

Figure B.2: Factor graph for the proof of the particle message update.

defined as follows:

M

m(*i) = £^(»1-*?') (B.9)
i=l

The message out of node / is:

M/-o(0) = / f(x,9)ßX^f(x)d
Jv-,

(B.10)

Applying the sum-product update rule (2.6) for ji2:

ß2(02) = J J 6(91-92)ö(9-92)fif^e(9)ßi(91)d9d91 (B.ll)

= /*/->ö(02)-/xi(02) (B.12)
- M

= J f(x,92)ßx-,f(x)dx 'Y^p?S(02-eP) (B.13)

va
t=l

l(0J2pi] [ f(x,o¥))ßx-,f(x)dx5(92-9?>) (B.14)

(«)
(0

P2

0

M

= Y,pf^-92)) (B.15)
i=l

This proofs the equations in the first line of Table 5.4.
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B.3 Coefficient Estimation, Sum-Product

In the following, the update formulas for the state transition node in

state-space model, where the (linear) transition coefficients are unknown,
is derived. Fig. B.3 (a) shows the node in the general situation, where no

assumptions are made on the state variables before (x/) and after (xj,)
the transition.

a

x/

Ma)

x/

M/(x/) A*6(xb)

ö(xb - Ax/)
(a)

A

Ma(a)

Xb

M/(x/) ßb(xb)

5(xb - aTx/)
(b)

Figure B.3: Node A for coefficient estimation in higher-order auto-

regression.

The node function is /(x/,Xb, a) = <5(x{, — Ax/) where

„T

A^
a

I 0
(B.16)

(B.17)

(B.18)

and the incoming message /z/(x/) is

M/(x/) = ^(x/ I x/>v/) oc exp(-g/(x/))

with

4/(x/) = (x/ - x/)TV71(x/ - x/) = ||x/ - X/H^-x

and equivalently for /i/(xb) and g(x&). To find the message //a(a) the

sum-product update rule (2.6) is applied:

Ma (a) = // /(x/,x6,a)/z/(x/)//6(xb)dx/dx6

oc / / £(x& - Ax/) exp(-ç/(x/) - qb(-Xb))dxfdxb

= / exp(-g/(x/) - g6(Ax/))dx/

= / exp(—g(x/,a))dx/ (B.19)
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with

</(x/,a) - ||X/ -x/H^-x + ||Ax/ -Xftll^-x (B.20)

To integrate (B.19) we apply the trick to replace the integral by maximi¬

sation (Appendix A.3):

Ma (a) = / exp(-g(x/,a))dx/

= exp(—ming(x/,a))

= exp(-g(a)) (B.21)

Find the minimum of q(x.f, a) by setting the derivative to zero:

Vx/9(x/, a) = VjHx/ - x/) + A^-^Ax; - x6) =L 0 (B.22

(Vj1 + ATV^A)X/ = VJ% + ATV^x6 (B.23

Inverting the term in parenthesis using the matrix inversion lemma (Ap¬
pendix A.2) leads to:

(VJ1 + ATV^A)-1 = Vf - VfAT(Vb + AVfAT)-1AVf (B.24

Finally, the minimum X/ = argmin g(x/,a) is:

x} = x/ + V/AT(V6 + AV/A71)"1^ - Ax/) (B.25

Inserted back into the quadratic forms of (B.20):

||x) - x/ll^-x = ||x6 - Axf\\lTAVfATU (B.26

||x6 - AxJU^! = ||X6 - Ax/H^u (B.27
b

with

U = (V6 + AVfA71)'1 (B.28

Adding (B.26) and (B.27) leads to

q(a) = ||x6 - Ax/||JVb+AV/AT)-i (B.29

Unfortunately, (B.29) cannot be expressed in the form ||a — ây^- ,
that

means /xa(a) is not Gaussian in general.

To derive /za(a) in a Gaussian form, we make the following assump¬

tions: First, the variance V/ of the message M/(x/) is set to zero, that
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means, the uncertainty in the forward estimate is ignored. Second, be¬

cause the vector X{, is a shifted version of x/ only the first element of x&

is still an independent variable.

It is noteworthy, that for some cases (e.g. Section 6.1.1) this assump¬

tion is consistent with the real model. In most other cases, this assump¬

tion leads to an approximation to the true sum-product message, but is

still reasonable, because the variance of the state estimate tends to small

values.

Ignoring the variance of an incoming message and setting the vari¬

able to its current estimate is exactly what is done for every variable

in the iterative conditional modes (ICM) algorithm [43]. Here it is only

selectively applied where the original sum-product rule would yield un¬

manageable messages.

The node function for the node in Fig. B.3(b) is therefore

f(*f,xb, a) = ö(xb - aTx/) (B.30)

and the backward message is

ßb(xb) =M(xb | xb,G2) oc exp(-qb(xb)) (B.31)

Applying the node update equation (2.6) for this situation:

//(a) oc // (5(^6-aTx/)exp(-g/(x/) - qb(xb))dxfdxb

=

J exp (-g/(x/) - qb(aTxf)) dx/ (B.32)

Again, replace the integral in (B.32) by a minimisation operation:

/i(a) = exp f-min (<?/(x/) + #,(aTx/)) J (B.33)

with

|2

g/(x/) = ||x/-x/||^_I (B.34)

ft(aTX/) =
(*» ~ f*/)"

(B.35)

In order to find the minimum of this quadratic form, we set the gradient
to zero:

ivx/<z(x/, a) = (xh - aTx/)4 + V^x/ - x/) I 0 (B.36)
L Gb
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V + ^)x? = |a + V-1x/ (B.37)

The expression in brackets is inverted using the matrix inversion lemma:

Thus,

x}= V

r-f)~ --^Ä <*»>

VaaTV \ xb /,
r

Vaar \
. .„ „„N

Va
=

g2 + a^Va(fb
~ aTÄ/) + *' (B'40)

which minimises (B.33). Put back into (B.34) and (B.35):

/ aTVa \
x„ - zTx} = ^1 - gt2 + aTVaj îb (BA1)

aTVaaT
„

_

,
.

+
Tf^T^

~ a x' (R42>

ray, (* - aT*/) (B.43)

Va

*'
"~

X/ = "exf + a^Va
^ " ^^ (B-44)

X/
" X/llvj1 = (fb

" aT*/)
g2 + aTVa

(B-45)

And collecting everything we obtain:

Xb . \ X/X/ / Xb .

\
,_.._.

with

= ||a-â||^a (B.48)

||x/||2 ^ + aTVa erg
The last equality holds because of our original assumption V = 0. This

proofs the equations in the first row of Table 5.1.
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B.4 Coefficient Estimation, Gradient

In this section, the gradient based update formulas for the state transition

node in the state-space model (the last line in Table 5.3) are derived.

Fig. B.4 shows the factor graph node.

a

x/

Vlog//a(a)

X6

ßf(*f) PbM

6(xb - Ax/)

Figure B.4: Node A for coefficient estimation in higher-order auto-

regression.

The node function is /(x/,X5,a) = £(xb — Ax/) where

„T

A4
a

I 0

and the incoming message /z/(x/) is

/^/(x/) = M(xf I x/>v/) oc exp(-g/(x/))

with

3/(x/) = (x/ - x/)TV71(x/ - x/) = ||x/ - x/ll^!

(B.50)

(B.51)

(B.52)

and equivalently for ßf(x.b) and g(x&). To find the message Vlog/ia(a)
the gradient note update rule (5.32) is applied (cf. (B.19)):

/Ja(a) = // /(x/,x6,a)/z/(x/)/i6(x6)dx/dx6

oc exp(—minç(x/,a))

= exp(-g(x},a)) (B.53)

with

4(x/,a) = ||x/ -x/||v-i + ||Ax/ -x6||2 _i (B.54)
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and Xy.
= argmin g(x/,a). The log-derivative is then

Valog//a(a) oc -Vag(x/,a)
= -V

a x/-x/llv-1 + HAx/-^llv-

= Ja"(x})V71(x/-x})+
Jj(x6 - Ax})V6-1(x6 - Ax}) (B.55)

where Ja(-) denotes the Jacobian w.r.t. a. Obviously, the gradient takes

a complicated form. The special structure of A allows some simplifica¬

tions, nonetheless simpler forms are appreciated. A first approximation
is based on the representation (cf. (B.29))

q(a) = ||x6 - Ax/||^v&+AV/AT)-i (B.56)

where for computing the gradient the dependency of (V& + AV/AT)_1
on a is ignored:

Vag(a) « -2x/cT(Vfe + AV/A1")-1^ - Ax/) (B.57)

where cT = (1,0,..., 0)T. A second alternative is to ignore the variance

completely (i.e. q(a) œ ||xb — Ax/||2) which leads to

Vaq(a) « -2x/(xj,11 - aTx/) (B.58)

This last form is very simple and simulations have shown, that all three

gradient approximations (B.55), (B.57) and (B.58) lead to algorithms
with equal performance.





Appendix C

About the Symmetry
Problem in Forward-only
Joint Variance

Estimation

This section shows in detail that the message for estimating the input
noise and the message for estimating the observation noise are alge¬

braically the same in forward-only message passing. For both cases all

messages are explicitely written out. The message numbers correspond
to the numbers in Fig. C.l.

Observation noise variance:

© /il(xn-l) - Af(xn_! | X^i^.V^,^)
© (Table 4.1-3)

M2(x°) = A/(x° | xn,^,Vn|^)
y^ y == Ax
n|n—1 n—11n—1

V .—t = AV ,.—.rAT
n\n—1 n—11 n—1
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o
u 'u

N

®

M

Un ®t .Ut

Xn_i

®

X

©1
O I

^n

=H±}-^
Xn_i

®
vo 1

n

.rA

~®

Xn
xn

©

N
Wn

Yn

1

°\V ©t

M

©
Wn

'
Yn

Zn

®

•^n

Figure C.l: One section of the factor graph for joint variance estima¬

tion. The messages for the estimation of the observation

noise variance are shown in the left-hand graph, whereas

the messages for the estimation of the input noise variance

are shown in the right-hand graph.

© (Table 4.1-7) fi3(un)

© (Table 4.1-3) /x4(x*)

© (Table 4.1-2) /z5(xn)

© (Table 4.1-3)

MiUnlO^l)

^(<|0,bbTO-2)

•^(XnlXn|n=î'Vn|n3Î+bbVU

Pe(yn)

yn

V6

M(yn \yn,ve)

c x i t ~==- a
n|n—1

öfr+cV ,—-CT
u n\n—1

n n—1 n—1 n—1

© ß7(z) = S(z - Zn)

© (Table 4.1-2)

ß&(wn) = M(wn I Zn ~ aT±n_1]—i,G2u + cVn|-CT)
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Input noise variance:

© /il(xn_!) = A/"(xn_! | Vlln^î'Vn-l|^=î)
© (Table 4.1-3)

^(xn)=^(x°|xn|^,Vn|^)
= Ax

V

n\n—l n—l|n—1

,
-> = AV ..—.rAT

n I n—1 n—11 n—1

© fl3(z) =5(z- Zn)

© (Table 4.1-7) fi4(wn) = M(wn | 0,<x^)

© (Table 4.1-2) fi5(yn) =M(yn \ zn,G^)

© (Table 4.1-4)

cc'
#

/i6(xn) =A/W(xn | m6,W6)

m6

W6

Zn — ^CC j CZn — CZn

'w 'w

cc'

'w

© (Table 4.1-2)

MO

ni7

W7

= Mw«\m7,W7)

n n—11 n—1

= wn|^(wn|^ + w6)#w(

-L_ [ v-U
n|n—1 y

n|n—1

: V"1-
n\n

v-,1-

ccT\#ccT
+

n|n-l

\^
n|n-l

(j^y ) G2^
( V .—fCcTV ,—{

r—l I -»,- n|n—1 n|n—1

n\n^y
n\n-l

~

„*, + cV^C^
CCT

o-^ + cV ,—>cT
Vy n\n—1

CC

G
w
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© (Table 4.1-4)

ßs(un) =M(un I Un,V8)

un = (bTW7b)#bTW7m7
bTc~Tcc

(vw + cV ,—?cT)—^
TT z=(czn— Ak ,,—ï)

V W n\n-l Vä/+cV ,—fCTV
n-l|n-l^

yy
n\n—1

zn a xTi_1|^

v8 = (bTW7b)-l

o-w + cV ,—i&
yy n\n—1

The messages arriving at the node for the input noise and the node

for the observation noise are almost the same:

M[un zn — aTx -.,—î,crw + cV ,—*cT)
y

" n

n—l\n—1'
yy n\n—1 J

M[un zn — aTx ...—*,G2t + cV |—?cT)
.

y
" '*

n—11 n—1' u n|n—1 J

They differ only in the variance. When starting with the same initial

value for g^ and crfy, both messages are the same. Therefore, the update
for the new estimate of g\j and <r^ will be the same. This symmetry can

be broken when using different initial messages for the variances.



Appendix D

Classic Estimators for

Variance Estimation

In this section properties of different estimators for variance estima¬

tion are compared. Consider the following estimation problem: Let

Y = (Yi,Y2,..., Yn)T be white Gaussian noise with probability density
function

n _. / 2

(D.l)

where g2 is the unknown variance of the Gaussian noise. Based on the

observations (Y\,..., Yn) = (yi,..., yn) we wish to estimate g2.

A Note about the Mean Squared Error

MSE in the classic sense is the average over different observations for a

fixed parameter value:

MSE = Ep(y\9) (9 - 0(Y))J (D.2)

On the contrary, the quadratic cost function for the Bayesian MMSE

estimator is an average over different parameters for fixed observations:

BMSE = Ep(ö,y) (Q-9(y)) (D.3)
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Maximum Likelihood (ML) Estimator

The maximum likelihood estimator solves the following maximisation

problem:

Ôml = argmaxp(y|o-2) (D.4)

Solving

d

ÖG~2Ui^eXP
vi

î d

(2tt)3 Og2
(g ) 2 exp

2(j2

Eyf
2g2

= 0

0

(27T)-

n
, 9X_ n _i

-(crz) 2 -^exp
T,vi
2g2

+

/ 2\ —Ä

(cr ) 2 exp -2^)~2^{(T) 0

2 2

leads to

ML estimator:

1
n

~2 x X ^ 2

n£=l

The bias of this estimator is

K%l)

£=1

n

G — G 0.
n

(D.5)

Therefore the ML estimator is unbiased. The mean squared error (MSE)
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is

MSE(^l)

= E[(G2ML)2]-2G2E[G2Mh}+G*
1

n n
9rr2 U

i=l j=l e=i

n2 + 2n
4

2
a ~- 2g4 + g4

2
= —G

n

Minimum MSE biased estimator

In [125] it is shown that a biased estimator can have smaller MSE. The

resulting estimator is

(D.6)

with mean squared error

MSE(â£)
2a4

n + 2

Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) Estimator

Here we assume the unknown variance g2 is a random variable whose

particular realisation we have to estimate. The maximum a posteriori
estimator is defined as follows:

^map = argmaxp(o- |y) (D.7)

To derive an estimator based on (D.7) we are required to assume a prior

probability density function p(g2) for g2. Hence we can write (D.7) as

4ap = argmaxp(y|<72)p(<j2)
(72

= argmax (logp(y|cr2) + logp(cr2))
a2

Choosing a prior p(g2) which is the conjugate prior of p(y|cr2) leads to

an inverted gamma density (cf. Appendix A. 1.2):

p(G2) = lg{G2\a,ß)
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The MAP estimator for the variance estimation problem is therefore

ß
%ap = argmax

rr2

argmax
o-2

~\ logff2 - ~ X>? + (~a - 1) log a2 - A

-(2+a + l)l0g<T2_^Q^+^
MAP estimator:

^•2
°MAP

l±vl + ß
1=1

n

+ a + 1

The bias of the MAP estimator is

K^map) = E[%Ap] - o-

V + /3
2 —--a2

ft

and its mean squared error

MSE(g2map) = E [(g2map - g2)2]
n2 + 2n

4
nG4 + 2G2ß 4

-<J rr—
— h er

n*

'n2 + 2n

n2

§+a+l

(D.8)

n

§ + a + l
+ 1U4

2/3

f +a + l
G

Bayes Estimator with Quadratic Cost Function

The Bayes estimator with quadratic cost function (also called minimum

mean squared error estimator (MMSE); but care must be taken what

kind of MSE is meant; see introduction to this section) is the conditional

mean of the posterior distribution.

%MSE E[G2\Y = y] (D.9)

For the variance estimation problem (D.9) becomes

°"mmse

/•OO -| /"00

J a2p(G2\y)dG2 = ±j G2p(y\G2)p(G2)dG
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where
/•OO

K= / p(y\G2)p(G2)dG2
Jo

Choosing the conjugate prior for g2

p(G2)=lg{G2\a,ß)

the MMSE estimator becomes

MMSE estimator:

5 £«? + /*
^2

_

£=1

^mmse — ~W
-+a-l

The bias of the MMSE estimator is

(D.10)

K^mmse) — E[<7mmse] — °

ft 2

ft
- + a-l

and its mean squared error

MSE(ctmMSE) = E [(ô-mmse - °"2)2]
n2 + 2n

4
UG4 + 2G2ß

f 4
G : h G

n2 + 2n

§ + a + l

n

(n-A)2 f+a-1
+ 1 U4 -

2/5
n

I +Q-1
<T

Bayes Estimator without Prior

We can use a Bayes estimator without a prior if we make the following
definition:

(D.ll)
A

P(y,0)«p(y|0)

for fixed y. For p(y\9) to be a valid distribution in 9 it has to be inte-

grable. Definition (D.ll) also implies

P(%)ocp(y|0) (D.12)
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Therefore, p(y\9) can be used to derive a Bayes estimator as long as the

proportionality constant can be reconstructed, i.e. p(y\9) is integrable
w.r.t. 9.

For the variance estimation problem the Bayes MMSE estimator with¬

out prior is

^qb = ~/o cr2p(y\G2)dG2 (D.13)

with

'OO

K= I v(y\Gz)dG

/•OO

/ p(yW2)
Jo

^i^V)-exp(-lf)^ n>2 (D.14)

The estimator is therefore

n

2

n 4
e=i

For less than five observations the estimator (D.15) does not exist. In

addition, the posterior density (D.14) is not integrable for less than three

observations, which indicates that any estimator with fewer observations

is meaningless since it is impossible to determine the mass of the posterior

density.



Appendix E

Derivation of the EM

Update Rules

E.l Mean Estimation

h(m) | I m

N

ßx- >/(*) I X

Figure E.l: Factor graph node for a Gaussian distribution with un¬

known mean.

We consider the situation depicted in Fig. E.l. The function of the

node is

/(,,m)- -^=exp(_^!). (E,)

where mlis the unknown mean and s > 0 the known variance of the

Gaussian distribution. The /i-message is computed as follows

h(m) = / p(x\m^ ) log f(x,m)dx (E.2)
Jvx
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= J p(x\m^) (-\ \og(2its) -
{x ? j dx

= C-^(m2- 2mEp[X\m^
where C is a proper scaling constant. Looking at eh(jn>)\

(E.3)

(E.4)

eh^ ocM(m\ Ep[X|m^],s) (E.5)

If ßx-*f(x) oc M(x I mx, sx) is a Gaussian message, (E.5) becomes

e'Wcc^Ü'^'^) (E.C)

E.l.l The vector case

The node function in the vector case is

1

2

f (x, m) =
—;- = exp

(
— —

(x
—

m) V 1(x
—

m)
V ;

V(2tt)"|V|
l nK ) \ i

The fa-message is therefore

h(m) = / p(x|rrrfc') log/(x, m)di

= C-- (mlV-im-2mlV-1Ep[X|m

Looking at eh^m>):

eh(m)ocAf(m Ep[X|m^],v)

(E.7)

(E.8)

(E.9)

(E.10)

E.2 Variance Estimation

We consider the situation as depicted in Fig. E.2. The function of the

node is

1 / (x — m)2\
f(x, s) = —== exp

V27TS 2s
(E.ll)
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h(a) f I

A"

Hx- /(*)! X

Figure E.2: Factor graph node for a Gaussian distribution with un¬

known variance.

where s E R+ is the unknown variance and m G M the known mean of

the Gaussian distribution. The fa-message is computed as follows

h(s)= p(x\§W)logf(x,s)dx
Jvx

= jf P(x\s^) (-1 log(27rs) - ^=^) dx

Ep [(X-m)2 | «<*>]
= C- -logs

2s

(E.12)

(E.13)

(E.14)

Looking at eh^:

(E.15)

where Ig denotes an inverted gamma distribution and is closed under

multiplication.

If fix-+f(x) oaM(x | mx,sx) is a Gaussian message, (E.15) becomes

1 1 f s(k\sx— 2mmx+m2)— m2sx\\eh(s) oc Ig s

2'2 g{k) -|- Sx
(E.16)

E.2.1 The vector case

The node function for the vector case is

/(x, V) = .

1
exp [ -i(x - m)TV-1(x - m) (E.17)
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The fa-message is therefore

h(V)= / p(x|V<fc>)log/(x,V)dx

= C -

i
log |V| - l-Ep [(X - m)TV-1(X - m) v(fe)

(E.18)

(E.19)

E.2.2 Special forms of V

V = Is,sGR+:

h(s) = C - | logs - j-Ep [(X - m)T(X - m)]
n-2 1

Ms) -
= lg[s ^Ep[(X-m)T(X-m)])

V = diag(s),sGR+n:
-,

n n
1

h(s) = C - - ^ logs, - Y, ^vUe - mtf]
£=1 1=1

2s£

*i\lg(st\-\,\Ep[(Xe-me)2]}

(E.20)

(E.21)

(E.22)

(E.23)

E.3 Coefficient Estimation

Here, the problem of estimating the coefficients of an autoregressive (AR)
system is considered. The function f(xi,x2,a) is defined as

f(xx,x2,a) = 6(x2 - ax{) (E.24)

with a G M is the scalar AR coefficient. Computing the message h(a)
for this node leads to a singularity problem because of the log ö(.). We,

therefore, have to take neighbouring nodes into account to get rid of the

£(.). In the AR model there is also a driving input (or control input)
as depicted in Fig. E.3. The dotted box in the graph to the left is

represented by the node to the right.

The function represented by the graph in Fig. E.3 is

1 / (x2-axi)2\
f(x1,x2,a)

V27TS

exp
2s

(E.25)
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Xi r1

a
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Figure E.3: Factor graph of the state transition node for a linear state-

space model.

The message h(a) becomes

h(a) = II p(xi,x2\a^)logf(xi,x2,a)dxidx2

= //P(x1,,2|a»)(-Ilog(2^-^l!

(E.26)

dxxdx2 (E.27)

xi ,X2

C-y (a2E[X2|â^] - a2E[X1X2|â^] + E[X22|a^]) (E.28)

with

C = --log(27rs). (E.29)

Because (E.28) is a quadratic form, it is convenient to send the message

eh(a) mstead of h(a):

(E.30)

E.3.1 The vector case

The function /(xi,X2, A) is defined as

/(X1,X2'A) = V(4"|V|exp H(x2 - Axi)Tv_1(x2 - Axi))
(E.31)

with A G Rnxn. The message fa(A) becomes
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HA.)

Xi X2

Figure E.4: Factor graph of the state transition node for the vector

case.

fa(A) - J J p(x1,x2|Â(fc))log/(x1,x2,A)rfx1rfx2 (E.32)

v
xi ,X2

C_^//P(Xl'X2|Â(fc))
V
xl-x2

(x2-Axi)TV-1(x2-Axi)dxidx2 (E.33)

= C - \ (E[XjV-1X2|Â(fc)] - 2E[XjV-1AX1|Â(fc)]

+E[X]"ATV-1AXi|Â^]) (E.34)

= C--E |X2 — AXi||v_i A(k) (E.35)

with

n 1
C = --log(27r)--log|V|. (E.36)

Unfortunately, (E.35) does not have a nice form in A. Unless a special
structure is imposed onto A, it is impossible to parameterise (E.35).

E.3.2 The AR case

Here, a special case of section Section E.3.1 is treated. The function

/(xi,x2,a) is defined as

/(X1'X2'a) = 7^W\exp H(X2 " Axi)Tv_1(X2 - Axi))
(E.37)

(E.38)

with
aT

I 0
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The message fa (a) becomes

fa(a) = // p(xi,x2|a(fc))log/(xi,x2,a)dxidx2 (E.39)

z>3
1>X2

= C-| // p(xllX2|aW)

'xl.x2

(x2 - Sxi - cx]"a)TV-1(x2 - Sxi - cxja)dxidx2 (E.40)

with

r? 1
C = --log(27r)--log|V|

and where

0T

I 0
ca(l,0,...,0)T

(E.41)

(E.42)

The product Axi is separated in the shifting operation Sxi, which shifts

every element in the vector xi one position down, and the inner vector

product cxja.

Again, the integral in (E.40) is the expectation of a quadratic form,
which, in this case has the parameterisation

eh^ oc A/V(a I EiX^lla^^E^X^a^], EfXiXHâ^Vv^c)
(E.43)

The matrix V does not necessarily have to be a full covariance matrix. It

suffices to set it to V = Is, s G R+, where I denotes the identity matrix.

Then the message becomes

eh<a> oc Mw fa EtXxXTlâW^ElXxXalâW],
^^^

(E.44)

E.4 Joint Coefficient and Variance Estima¬

tion

Here, the problem of jointly estimating the coefficients and the variance

of the driving noise of an autoregressive (AR) system is considered. The
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a s

M«) | J KeMs)
X! x2

f(xi,X2,a,s)

Figure E.5: Factor graph of the state transition node for joint coeffi¬

cient/variance estimation.

node function f(x\,x2,a,s) is defined as

,(
\ ( (x2-axi)2

f(x1,x2, a, s) = — exp
V2ns

with a E M. the scalar AR coefficient

The message h(a, s) becomes

2s
(E.45)

h(a,s)— j \ p(xi,x2\â^k\s^)\ogf(xi,x2,a,s)dx\dx2 (E.46)

x>a
l.œ2

= JJ P(x1,x2\â^,ê^)

T^xi,x2 ( 1

-\ log(2) -

{X2 2°Xl)2) dxxdx2 (E.47)

=c4logs-è(a2E
XiX2|â(A;),s(fc)

x2|â(fc),s(fc)

a2E + E Xf|â<*\ «<*>]) (E.48)

with

C=--l0g(27T). (E.49)

The message (E.48) is both a function of a and s. To find the maximum,

all partial derivations of h(a, s) are set to zero. From

dh(a,s)
da

ff p(x1,xMk\s^) ^i(*2-a*i)\ dxidx2 (K50)

(E.51)
1

= 0
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dh(a,s)
ds

- JJ p(x1,x2\à^,s^){-^-s
^!T.1

..TO

_l_
+
(»a-oxO'N

dxidx2
2s2

<"1 >x2

!

= 0 (E.53)

it follows that

â(*+D E^A^â^s^]
E[x2\â(k),§w]

;(*+!) - (x2-â^k+^x1)2\â^,s^

(E.54)

(E.55)

Thus, the estimation of a and s is decoupled. We therefore can send the

following messages separately:

eh{-°) oc Mw I a

eh(s)ocIg(s

E[X1X2\â^\ê^] E[Xl\à^,s^}
E[X2|ô(fc),s(fc)]

'

«(*)

2' 2

E.4.1 The vector case

The node function /(xi,x2,a, s) is defined as

tt \
1 ( (x2 - Axi)T(x2 - Axi)\

/(xi,x2,a,s)
= —===exp

-±
^

'- (E.56)
>/(27r)2|V| 2s

with

Aâ
a

I 0
(E.57)

and xi,x2 E W1, a E W1, V = Is.
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The message fa(a, s) becomes

fa(a,s) - /7p(x1,x2|â(fc)s^)log/(x1,x2,a,s)rfx1dx2 (E.58)

= c_è//p(Xi'X2|â(fc)â(fc))
£>>

l'x2

(x2 — Sxi — cx]"a)T(x2 — Sxi — cx]"a)<ixidx2 (E.59)

with

r? 1
C = --log(27r)--log|V|

and where

Sa
0T

I 0
ca(l,0,...,0)T

(E.60)

(E.61)

Again, the estimation of a and s is decoupled. Thus, we can write fa (a)
and fa(s) separately:

eh(s)ocIg(s
1 E[(X2-A(fc+1)X1)T(X2-À(fefl)X1)]
2' 2

where the expectations are w.r.t. the distribution p(xi,x2 | a^k\s^k').

E.5 Finite state machine

This node is not used in this thesis. Nonetheless, its derivation is shown

here, because it appears in one of the prime applications of the EM

algorithm. The function of a node implementing the state transition of

a finite state machine is (cf. Fig. E.6)

f(xi,x2,A) = aXlX2 = Y a>ijô[xi - i]S[x2 - j}. (E.62)
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HA)

Xi r

A

x2

Figure E.6: Factor graph node of the state transition node for the finite

state machine.

where ô[.] denotes the Kronecker delta. The fa-message is

fa(A) = J2 P(X^X2 I Â^)log/(a?i,a;2, A)
X!,X2

= Y V(xi,x2 | ÂW)logaXl>a;2

(E.63)

(E.64)
Xi,X2

This message can be represented as matrix with individual elements

p(xi,x2 | A^loga^,^.

To find the estimate A, one has to compute the derivations

8h(A)
{ xdg(A) =p(i,j\ÂW) A=Lo

daij

with the constraint

Therefore

da
u

a
13

9 (A) = l-J2ait = Q-

aij
p(i,j\AW)

A

(E.65)

(E.66)

(E.67)

To find the value of the Lagrange multiplier A plug (E.67) into the con¬

straint (E.66)

£ay = y]T>(M|Â<fc>) = l (E.68)
A

A = X>(i,*|Â(fc>) (E.69)

The new estimates of the transition probabilities a thus becomes

aij
P(i,j\^{k))

E<pMIâ<*>)
(E.70)
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E.6 Computing the expectations
of Table 5.5

In this section it is explained how the expectations in the message pass¬

ing EM update rules of Table 5.5 are computed from the sum-product

messages when the incoming messages are Gaussian.

E.6.1 Scalar case

The expectation E[A"iX2|â^fc)] is derived from the density p(xi,x2\â^)
which is given by

p(x1,x2\â{k)) oc ßXl-^f(xi)f(x1,x2,aik))fix2^f(x2) (E.71)

ocAT(x|mi)2,W1,2) (E.72)

where x = (x2,xi)T, the node function is

f(xux2,âW)
V2

i / (x2-âWXl)2'
exp

7TS 2s
(E.73)

and the incoming message ßxi->f(%i) is Gaussian with mean m\ and

weight wi and similarly m2 and w2 for ßx2^f(x2)- (E.71) can be inter¬

preted as propagating three augmented messages through an equality-
node. We, therefore, can apply the update rule of Table 4.1-1 extended

to three incoming messages. The mean vectors and weight matrices of

the augmented messages are

mi = (0,mi)TW! =

rh2 = (m2,0)TW2 =

m/ = 0 W/ =

"

0 0

0 W\

w2 0
"

0 0

1

—a a

a

2

(E.74)

(E.75)

(E.76)

The vector and the matrix (E.76) are found by comparing the coefficients

of

{X2 ~ aXl?
= (x - m/fW^x - mf) (E.77)
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The joint density (E.71) is a Gaussian with mean vector and weight
matrix

mi,2 = (Wi + W/ + W2)_1(Wimi + W/m/ + W2m2) (E.78)

= WfJ ( W2m2 )
Wi,2= Wi+W/+W2.

The correlation matrix finally is

e[a:22] e[xxx2)
E[X2XX] E[X2)

= W1)J + mit2m7>2.

(E.79)

(E.80)

(E.81)

E.6.2 Vector case

Here the joint density of X\ and X2 given a^ is

p(xi,x2|â(fc)) oc /iXl^/(xi)/(xi,x2,â(fc))/ix2-+/(x2)
ocA/"(x| mi)2,Wi)2)

where xi, x2 and x are the following vectors:

Xi = [Xn—1, Xn—2, . . . , Xn—MJ

X2 = \Xn, Xn-1, • • • , Xn-M+l)

X = [Xn, Xn—1, • • • , Xn—M+1, Xn—M )

(E.82)

(E.83)

(E.84)

(E.85)

(E.86)

Because of the special structure of the transition matrix A (cf. (3.10))
the augmented mean vectors and weight matrices are

mi = (0,mi)TWi =

m2 = (m2,0)TW2 =

m/ = 0

0 0T 1

0 Wi

Wj>. oT]
0 0

(E.87)

(E.88)

(E.89)

Wf =

'

1 -ai -an

-ai ai aia2 • • •

•

a\a2
•

•

a2

an-l ^n^n—1

-an anan—i An
.

—a

—a

aa'

(E.90)
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The vector (E.89) and the matrix (E.90) are found by comparing
the coefficients of

\%n 2-jk=l ajcXn—k)
(x-m/)TW/(x-m/) (E.91)

The joint density (E.82) is Gaussian with mean vector and weight matrix

m.1,2 = (Wi + W/ + W2)_1(Wirhi + W/m/ + W2m2) (E.92)
0 ^ +

(W2m2}

Wi"2[Vwimirv o ;
Wi>2= Wi-fW/+W2.

(E.93)

(E.94)

The correlation matrix finally is

E[X2} E[XiX2]
E[X2X]"] E[XiX7] wi,2 + mi,2ml)2. (E.95)



Abbreviations

AR Autoregression
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise

EM Expectation Maximisation

FFG Forney-style Factor Graph
FIR Finite Impulse Response
GM Gaussian Mixture

HMM Hidden Markov Model

ICM Iterative Conditional Modes

i.i.d. independent identically distributed

LMS Least Mean Squares
LPC Linear Predictive Coding
MAP Maximum A Posteriori

ML Maximum-Likelihood

MMSE Minimum Mean Squared Error

MSE Mean Squared Error

pdf probability density function

pmf probability mass function

RLS Recursive Least Squares
r.v. random variable

SNR Signal-to-Noise Ratio

SPA Summary-Propagation Algorithm
SVD Singular Value Decomposition
w.r.t. with respect to
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